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UNION

Manufacturing Interests, Railroad, Retail
blishments and Banks United
NOT

OPPOSED

TO

needs will, continue through the re- mainder of the week.
Lessons for the ensuing year, ways
and means for raising a large fund
for extending the work of the association, the advisability of incorporating
the association, and the relations of
the theological seminary to the Sunday school movement are some of
the topics to be discussed.
o

ORGANIZED

Esta-

GRANT PATENT ISSUED.
THE GOVERNMENT SENDS PATENT OF LAS VEGAS GRANT
TO THE TRUSTEES.
.

LABOR

GREAT GOOD TO ENTIRE PEOPLE.

Monument to the Memory of John Boyle O'Reilly, the Irish
triot, Unveiled Today Near the Field Where Was
Fought the Battle of The Boyne.
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. No effort is
being made to disguise the activity
with which plans are being completed
for the formation, with headquarters
In New York, of a National Employ-erg- "
association, whose purpose will
be to protect the interest of employers, great and small, against suffering
through the unreasonable demands of
organized labor. The association will
when rounded out, include all the
great manufacturers of the country,
the railroads, great retail interests
and the majority of banking institutions. Nearly all existing organizations, local in scope, but with the
same object in view, will be affiliated
with the national body.
The recent meeting of a few leading
employers at Indianapolis was a move
in the direction of a national association, although it did not furnish the
directing power. The proposed organization will represent the ideas of no
individual but the conservative beliefs
of employers throughout the United
States. The movement may be said
to have had Its Inception with the
association,
National Manufacturers'
but in the new organization the manufacturers' association will be but a
small part of the whole.
It bag practically been decided that
the national association shall wcrS
on these basic principles:
Freedom of contract; that is, no
dictation by labor unions.
No sympathy strikes to be tolerated.
No limitation of output.
Enforcement of law.
Those who are directing the movement In its early stages say that experience has shown ' the above platform the only one on which the employers can profitably do business.
The purpose of the organization will
not be to fight organized labor, but
solely to protect business Interests.
Arbitration will not be opposed, neither will it be an integral factor in
the workings of the national body.
o

Maine Veterans on the Way to 'Frisco.
PORTLAND, Me., Aug. 6. Despite
its great distance Maine is to be well
represented at the coming national
encampment of the G. A. R. In San
Francisco. A special train of Pullman
cars left this city today en route to
the Pacific coast carrying several
hundred veterans and their friends,
the party being headed by Department
Commander Joshua L. Chamberlain.
Stops will be made enroute at Niagara
Falls, Chicago, Kansas City, Albuquerque Los Angeles and other points of

Interest.
o
Canoe Association's Annual Meet.
.
Once
CLAYTON, N. Y., Aug.
again this locality Is the Meca for
members of the American Canoe association, whose annual met began today on Sugar Island. Devotees of the
sport are In attendance from various
parts of the dominion, from New England, New York and several states
farther west An entire week la to be
devoted to tub races, war saces and
interesting features the days will be
devoted to to tub. races, war races and
numerous other contests.
The site
of the camp has been admirably selected and everything points to a highly
succesful meet.
O-

-

Reunion at Durant.
DURANT. I. T., Aug. I. The Indian Territory Confederate Veterans'
reunion which opened
here today
promises to surpass in brilliancy anything of the kind ever held in tbe
territory. Arriving trains have brought
scores of veterans, their relatives and
friends and in ' attendance alone the
affair eclipses all previous reunions.
General Gentry and General Cabell
are two of the many notables who are
to take congplclous parts in tbe reunion. A three days' program has
keen mapped out
4

Pa-

DUBLIN, Aug. 6. A handsome
monument erected in memory of John
Poyle O'Reilly, the gifted Iirish patriot
and writer, who was as well known in
America as in his native land, was
unveiled today with interesting ceremony in a quiet little churchyard near
Drogbeda, the scene of bis birth and
early life.
The monument, which stands some
fourteen feet high, takes the form of
a beautiful Celtic cross with a marble
oust. On either side of the bust art
symbolical figures, one representing
Erin and the other America. The inscription, which is in Irish characters, reads thus: "John Boyle O'Reilly, hero, poet, orator, faithful to freedom and to Irelnad. He bore oppression's doom in prison and in exile
with noble fortitude; a banished man,
his heart was here amidst tbe woods
and vales of his youth. Here in this
spot he hoped he should rest at last
O God, grant
in the land he loved.
eternal rest to his soul, for be served
Ireland." On the base of the monument
is recorded that he was born at Douth,
June 28, 1844, and that he died at
Hull, near Boston, Mass., on August
10, 1890.

o
Ocean City Golf Tourney.
OCEAN CITY, Aug. S. The Ocean
City Golf club began Its third annual
tournament today on the local links.
Tbe contestants are numerous and of
a high standing, including crack players from Baltimore, Philadelphia
and Washington, and the outlook for
a succesful tournament is exceedingly brglht.
o

Getting French Exhibit Ready.
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. M. Jules
Beoufve, chancellor of the French embassy at Washington, and recently appointed assistant commissioner general of the French republic to the Louisiana Purchase exposition, sailed for
France today on the steamship La
Touraine.
He goes to Paris to meet
M. La Grave, commissioner general,
with whom he will talk over the plans
for the French exhibit. M. Boeufve
will return to America late In September and will go direct to St. Louis,
where he will remain throughout the
exposition.
o

lowa Editors Meet.
MASON CITY, la. Aug. 6. Mason
City is Just now the rendezvous for
the men who work with pen and grain
all the year round to keep the people
of the Hawkeye state well Informed
on the happenings of the day. They
are the members of the Upper Des
Moines and tbe Northeastern Iowa
Press association, which began a joint
meeting here today. The gathering
was formally opened this afternoon
with a session devoted to shop talk.
The principal topic was legislation
that should be passed by the next legislature. Tonight the editors will
have a banquet with tbe usual speech-makinand tomorrow tbe day will be
enjoyed at Clear Lake.
c
Sunday School Leaders.
WINONA LAKE, Aug. 6. The evergrowing enthusiasm that is manifested in Sunday school work throughout
the country at the present time is
evidenced
by the extraordinarily

g

The patent issued from the general land office of the United States
for over four hundred thousand acres
of land in favor of Las Vegas, and
which covers ninety-twof
pages
closely written matter, was received
from Washington yesterday.
It commences by reciting the act
of congress passed in 1S58 establishing the office of surveyor general in
New Mexico for the purpose of segregating the Mexican land grants from
the public domain.
Then follows a history of the application of the heirs of Luis Ma. Baca
In 1821 for the same tract of land,
who failed to take possession on account of Indian troubles.
It then recites the application of
Juan Je Dins Maese and associates in
1835 for the same tract.
Finally it reviews the action taken
by congress in 18C0 to quiet the title
by giving the Baca heirs an equal
amount of land from other portions of
the public domain, which act also con-firmed the grant to the town of Las'
Vegas according to the report of the
surveyor general, who recognized this
tract as a community grant.
The title to this splendid tract of
land In which every citizen on the
grant shares Is a birthright of no
small proportions.
The land Is immediately surrounding Las Vegas;
much of it can be controlled by a
proper system of reservoirs for storing the flood waters of the Galllnas
and Sapend firm.. "It'wtH'be a great
resource In the future growth and
development of this section.
Why
the title was not settled and water
stored fifty years ago would make
an Interesting history and a sad commentary on the ills which follow when
territorial interests are allowed to
take precedence over the general public welfare.
Tbe minimum
number of acres
which can be cultivated near Las Vegas is estimated to be twenty-fivthousand. Many think that seventy-fiv- e
thousand acres can be successfully cultivated. To illustrate what
hag been lost in the past fifty years
to this community by not
storing the
flood wate.-s- ,
it is sufficient at this
time to allow that if 25,000 acres of
land had been under successful cultivation in alfalfa there would have
been a net profit of $7,500,000 allowing only a minimum profit of two dollars per ton, estimating a yield of
three tons per acre and a profit of
five dollars per ton over SIT 500 noo
would have been received for the
products In the past fifty years. At
the present price for alfalfa the annual revenue from this source would
be In gross figures over seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars, equal
to one and
f
times more than
Is at present received for the wool
marketed in this city. There would
be Baved incidentally
besides the
above amount all the money now sent
east for flour, feed, meats, eggs, chickens, butter, etc.
The board of trustees who are managing the grant believe the general
government will undertake to btilld
a large reservoir system on the Las
Vegas grant and are diligently working for it. They expect the hearty
of all citizens to this end.
The expect every good citizen to allow "the dead past to bury Its dead,"
to wipe off the slate and
begin again
for a greater Lag Vegas.
o

1

e

one-hal-

The preliminary hearing of tbe
large attendance at the annual meet- charge against L. R. Allen and Jag.
ing begun here today by the executive G. McNary for an assault upon Earl
committee of the International Sunday Lyon wag concluded
yegterday evenSchool association.
ing before Donaclano Otero, Justice of
In addition to the members of tbe the peace of a west side
precinct.
committee and those directly Interest- Quite a number of witnesses were exs
ed In Irs work there are present
amined by L. C. Fort, B. J. Smith and
of active Sunday school work- Rafael Gallegog for the
prosecution
ers, drawn hither by tbe expectation and Geo. P. Money for the defense.
of hearing addresses by the most not- As this was a
committing trial, the
ed leaders in the country, among defendants, acting under the advice
them Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman, Marion of their attorney, exercised
their
Lawrence and Rev. Dr. John Potts.
statutory privilege of not testifying.
Tbe sessions which were opened The defendants were required to give
this morning with devotional exercis- bond In the sum of $500 each which
es and a survey of tbe field and its wag immediately furnished.
bun-dreJ-

'
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GIFT

Presents His Native Town With
Two and a Half Million
Dollars

COPTIC

, 1903.

EVENING, AUGUST
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-

NO. 232.

it wag this fact that excited

considerable

apprehension.

Unimportant Failure.
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. Laudlow and
Carrie, members of the Consolidated
Stock Exchange, announced
suspen
sion today. The firm did a commis
sion business which was not exten-slveThe failure was without general Importance.

New York Stock Letter.
NEW YORK. Aug. 6. There was
IN A PARK further severe liquidation during the
first hour this morning and prices
were carried off sharply, establishing
After tbe
many new low records.
Death iientN a Father's Special hour for clearing had passed and no
new failures were reported the whole
Train Stock Market Both
is one of solvency of brokers.
question
Excited and Falling.
The situation In this respect should
be pretty well cleared by this time,
the market acted today as though
KANSAS
FLOODS there was
DAMAGING
quite a large short Interest
was
over,
which after liquidation
found it difficult to cover. An IrreguunLONDON, Aug. 6. In handing over lar market for a few days Is not
on the
stocks
would
We
buy
likely.
to fifteen representative citizens of
soft spots. Total sales 1,006,000,
his native town, Dunfortnline, who
were his guests at Skibo castle thin
Money Market.
week, a trust deed transferring to
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. Money on
them $2,S00,000 In 6 per cent bonds
call firmer, 2 21-prime mercantile
of the United States Steel Corporation
Silvor 54
paper, 5
and Pittencrleff park, Andrew Carnegie explained the object he bad in
New York Copper and Lead.
view in these words:
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. Lead quiet,
"It is an experiment, tbe object of $4.20; copper quiet, 1313
which Is to attempt to introduce Into
o
the monotonous lives of the toiling
Root and President Confer.
masses of Dunformline more of the
OYSTER BAY, N. Y , Aug. 6. Sec
sweetness 'and light, to give them,
Root, after a conference with
retary
especially the young, some improve tbe
which continued far
president,
ment, some elevating conditions of Into
the night, left for Washington
life which tbelr residence elsewhere
today. This was probably the
would have denied, so that the child early
visit of the secretary to the preslast
in my native town will feel, hgwever
ident before he leaves for England
he may have roamed, that simply by to attend tbe
Joint commission apvirtue of being such, bis life has been
pointed to determine the boundary of
made happier and better."
Alaska. He will sail from New York
Carnegie exorted them not to be on the 22nd Instant. The
president
afraid of making mistakes, to try and
discussed
at some
secretary
many things freely, but to discuss
length the points which have arisen
just as freely, keeping in touch with regarding
operating the general staff
the masses and constantly aiming to of the
army. Only a few details yet
prove their tasks and to give Dun-- remain to be worked out, and the secformline something beyond what wag
retary hopes to see the organisation
possessed by other cities.
running smoothly before he leaves for
o
JUtteratetirLyon-Golvbeat leaf a Facer's (lpc1ay Train. EuropeTlie.
contract case was dlscussedi very
LOS ANGELES, Cal., Aug. . Mary
thoroughly, but no Information Is obLow, the eleven year old daughter of tainable as to the result of
the con
Chief Engineer Henry Low, of the ference.
United States Steel corporation, who
Is speeding across the continent on a
Change Officers of C. F. A I Co.
special train, died here last night.
NEW
YORK. Aug. 6. President
Low, in the hope of reaching Los AnKebler of the ColoraJo Fuel ft Iron
bis
while
was
allee,
geles
daughter
makes official announcement of
chartered a special train from Chica- Co.,
the resignation of J. L. Jerome, third
on
at
an
road
Santa
tbe
Fe
expense
go
and treasurer and that
of nearly $4,000. When tbe child
A. A. Miller has been appointed asdied Low was passing through westwill have full
ern Kansas. Low's special was sched- sistant treasurer, and
of financial matters.
uled to break all records for fast charge
o
runs.
Robbers'
Unsuccessful
Attempt.
o
SEATTLE, Aug. 6. At 4 o'clock
ANOTHER KANSAS FLOOD.
this morning robbers removed the
safe from the bar of the Washington
DamFurther
Rains
Causing
Heavy
hotel and rolled It down a steep bill.
age to Kansas Towns.
Passers-bsaw tbe men at work on
the
but
safe,
paid no attention to
JUNCTION CITY ,Kans., Aug. 6.
An inch and a half of rain foil here them until the safe was exploded.
last night and caused the Smoky Hill Three men were seen to run to the
river to rise rapidly and it Is safe after the explosion, but' were
now up over ten feet. Tbe tempor- frightened away by people who came
from tho hotel and bolted
ary bridge which took the place of running
without
any booty.
getting
the steel bridge swept away last May
o
was washed away last night, and the
American Pesos.
Don't
Like
the
across
the
only remaining bridge
MANILA, Aug. 6, 7 P- m. The efriver in the county is In grave danfort of the United States government
ger.
LAWRENCE, Kans., Aug. 6. As a to Introduce its new currency into the
result of the heavy rain here, the Philippines has not met with the sucriver hag risen three feet In twelve cess anticipated. Although a large
hours. The current Is swift anj has quantity of coins have reached the
undermined tbe new approach to the Islands, there is considerable prejuIn
wagon bridge and continues to eat dice against their use, especially
Manila
of
Bankers
the
provinces.
away the north bank.
have agreed to give tbe government
o
all the assistance possible in circuMarket Rather Excited.
NEW YORK.Atig.
stock lating the American pesos.
market opened rather excited today
and there were wide declines In a
Dealers In tweets.
number of securities caused by fears
X, Aug.
CLEVELAND,
.Ways
After tbe first and meang of combating moreeffect-ivelof further failures.
few minutes of trading It became evthe alleged oppression of the
ident that In supporting orders In tbe manufacturers and of the various
market tbe leaders had been placed trusts with which tbey have to deal
and the tone had become steadier. are to be discussed at the annual conSelling was especially notable In Mis- vention of the National Jobbing Con
souri Pacific, Union Pacific and Atch- fectioners association, which began a
ison, whllo St. Paul, Southern Paorflc, three days' session in Cleveland toNew York Central and Pennsylvania day.
Formed about ten years ago
showed support.
for the purpose of bringing confecThe market turned very strong In tioners throughout the country into
the afternoon and buying became ani- closer touch, and to afford them mumated.
tual protection, the association has
rapidly Increased in membership and
of Influence and now includes leading
NEW YORK, Aug.
the liquidation by a big bouse were members of tbe trade in Pittsburg,
circulated during tbe noon hour, anJ Indianapolis, Atlanta, Chicago, Omaprices dropped once more, some of ha, Kansas City, Boston, Philadelphia,
them to a lower level than before. and other numerous cities. The presShrewd leaders on tbe floor expressed ident of the association and presiding
tbe belief that much of today's liqui- officer of tbe convention which bedation was of a new character, tbe gan today lg George W. Frits of Newsource, of which tbey were onable to ark, N. J.
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The Formal Ceremonies of the Coronation Will

Occur at St. Peter's Next Sunday

THROWS

1--

1

e

-

-

y

.

DESTRUCTIVE CLOUDBURST NEAR PUEBLO
A

Millionaire Suicides

Woman Canfesses to
Olficer of C. F. & I. Co.

Murder

New

coronation head. Mrs. Hodge refuses to give any
ROME, Aug. 6. The
ceremonies will be performed at St. Information regarding her accomPeter'g on Sunday according to a rite plices.
dating from the latter part of tbe
Fifty Turks Killed.
fourteenth century. As the pope enSALONICA, Altg. 6. A special
ters the church the clerk of the papal messenger from Monastir, reports
chapel holds up before him a reed that the Bulgarian insurgents have
surmounted by a handful of flax. This dynamited the governor's palace in '
Is lighted, it flashes up for a moment the town of Krushevo, 23 mllea north
and then dies out as the chaplain of Monastir, Fifty Turks are killed.
chants:
o
COMING AT THE DUNCAN.
'Tater Sancte Sic Trausit Gloria
Mundl," (Holy father, thug passes
a' "
This Is The Joseph Newman Company Will
away all world's glory.)
done three times. The masses then
Appear August 26th.
begin as usual. After the mass, the
coronation takes place In the balcony
For the opening attraction at the
over tho portico of St. Peters, over Duncan opera house this
season, Manlooking tho plaza. The second car- ager F. P, Waring has secured the Jodinal deacon takes off the mitre, seph Newman company, which cornea
which until now the pope has worn, to Las Vegas,
Wednesday, Aug. 20th.
and then the people cry out "Kyrie
The organization la said to be one
Eliason."
of the brightest and cleverest on the
o
road. It presents a delightful pro
A Millionaire Suicides.
gram, rich in variety and refined In
SCRANTON, Pa., Aug. 8. Conrad quality; a program In which laughter,
SchroeJcr, one of the wealthiest con- enjoyment and amusement reign mer
tractors and builders in the state, rily for two and a quarter hours. It '
shot himself in the head today, dy- is headed
by Joseph Newman, a com-- ;
ing almost Instantly. The family says edlan and
who has sung
the shooting was accidental and oc- la every city of prominence in the
curred , while Schroeder was trans- country, and from New York to Baa
ferring his revolver from one pocket Francisco has bam
to another. .. lehtoeaa was a,- sUe g
to the national convention which nam howor,
pleasing
He
lnated Harrison for president.
with which he sings and racial
was rated as a millionaire.
Other members of the company are
O1
Miss Ila Burnap, soprano, Mlsa Car-lot-ta
Cloudburst Nar Pueblo.
Blxler, violinist, Hun Sada TalPUEBLO, Colo., Aug. 6. A cloud- bot, Impersonator
and Miss Inaa
burst and terrific electrical storm oc- Brown, pianist, each of whom Is aa
curred last night west of here. A artist In her line. Miss Burnap ha. '
great volume of water Is coming down a soprano voice of remarkable ranger
the Arkansas river. The Rio Grande power and sweetness and baa a most
road was washed out at one or two charming personality.
She tings
delaying songs that everyone thoroughly l&es.
places east of Florence,
trains.
Miss Blxler, the violinist, has enyed
Shortly after 4 this a. m. as the the best advantages In this country
Rio Grande passenger train No. 15 and In Europe in perfecting herself
was going over the Fountain" river In her chosen line of work. She stud-le- d
bridge, at Little Buttcs, the trestle
In Berlin for several years, and
gave way. The engine was burled since returning to America haa had
under the water, completely out of considerable concert experience and
sight. Engineer Hughes and Fireman she compares favorably with the best
Mills were In the water for fifteen lady violinists in the country. Mlsa
In Talbot, who appears In monologue
minutes before they succeeded
reaching tbe cab of the engine, which and character Impersonations, is exhad been kuueked oft the bridge, but ceedingly clever and gets on good
was not under water. There were 200 terms with an audience at once. Mum
passengers on tbe train, but fortunate- Brown Is a pianist, whose solo work Is
ly none of the passenger cars went remarkable for Its brilliancy and adt
Into the water. No Rio Grande traf- mlrable technique. She Is also an acfic west of Pueblo today.
companist of rare talent and plays
with ease, grace and good Judgment
FLORENCE, Colo., Aug. 6 A wall
Very enjoyable feature of the proof water came down Hardscrabble gram are "A Matrimonial Advertisecanyon early this morning carrying ment," nd "Molly G." two aprlghtly
away part of tho 100 ft bridge which remedies that are brightly and smart- spang the creek near the Portland ly written, and which never fail to
cement works. Passenger train No. 3
keep an audience highly amused. The
bad some difficulty In passing over company appears for one night only.
the bridge as at that point the water
The Joseph Newman company will
wag running over the rails two feet
appear August 26.
deep. So dangerous was travel that
AN OPPOSITION TICKET.
W. A. Watklns, engineer on No. 3
acted as pilot for the train, walking
ahead for five miles through water Movement Started by Prominent West
from six Inches to two feet deep.
Siders for Certain Changea en
o
the Municipal Ticket
For Governor of Mississippi.
JACKSON, Miss., Aug. . A state
A meeting of taxpayers and cltlxona
primary election Is being held in Miss of the west side was bold yesterday
Isslppl today and the result Is awaited to conslJer tbe question of putting up--a
with keen Interest on all sides owing
municipal ticket different from that
to Its bearing on the race for the nominated In convention the other
United States sonatorshlp.
Senator evening. The question of displacing
Money, the present Incumbent, and the name of Henry Salatar for that
Governor Lingo are candidates.
of Ike Davis was discussed, and also,
O"
tbe substitution of the name of Sllvt.
Woman Confesses To Murder.
ano Gallegos for that of Dtonlclo
SALT LAKE, Aue.
Aurora
Chas. gplesg favored the
Hodge, who confessed In Grand Rap-idg- , former, but opposed the latter changev
Mich., that she was Implicated In
Elmer Veeder objected to any
the murder of Wm. X. Ryan, the
change whatsovever. With thege two
spectacle peddler, near Murray, Utah exceptions and that of another
tea
a icw weens ago ana
was tlcman who refused to vote on
who
the
here
has
for
considera proposition, It was
brought
trial,
unanimously rebly modified her statement and now solved to make the two
changes abov
gays that while she shot at Ryan, noted in the ticket.
sbe did not kill him, as she aimed at
hlg side and tbe bullet that killed
Gibson
8eltx the team ' ttut
Ryan struck him on the top of tho draws.
song-write-

jrUst.VU

-

end-fjrth-

e
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piety, tact and cultare, W wasj
best fltted to o at tne neaa oi ue
church at the present time. There
Is much speculation regarding the political attitude of the new pope Inasmuch as he has not participated In
the general affairs of the church during his career- - The general opinion,
no
however, is that he will make
change in the relations between the
Vatican and the quirinal, except per
hans to render them more courteous
Inasmuch as he enjoys the personal
scqualntance with the king and mem
bers of the royal family. Queen Mar- gherlta holds him almost as a friend.
All of the sacred college declare
they are well satisfied with the elec
tion of Cardinal Sarto, but the party
opposed to Rampolla believe that it It
their special victory. When the first
ballot was taken it showed that the

-

CSTABUSCTD IS76,

taefc

Cc:l

ani

Oreijc

RefresMng!

Cider,"

PfcschCidtr,
Grape Phosphate,
Grape Juice,
Raspberry Syrup,
Raspberry Lemonade,
AT

GRAAF & HAYWARD,
GROCERS.
BUTCHERS iml BAKERS.

POPE PIUS X.
Sketch of tht Life of ths Head of
Roman Catholic Church.

tha

-

"Sario" in Italian means "tailor,"
and Plus JC, when a young seminarist,
being rather elegant In his priestly

sacred college was divided Into two
groups, the stronger one for Ram
polla and the lesser one for Seraflno
Vannutelll, the other votes were scat
tered, but included four for Sarto. On
the subsequent ballots while the two
principal parties were losing ground,
drawing
Sarto gradually
gained,
strength from both ends and the mid
dle, until the ballot on Monday after
noon, when his vote bad increased to
37, within tlx of tho necessary twothirds. When the result of this ballot
was announced in the conclave Cardl
nal Sarto was so overcome with emo
tion and so touched by the unlooked
for confidence reposed in him that he
could no longer control his feelings
and to the surprise of all he broke
down, declaring that such responsl
blllty and honor were not for him,
and that he must refuse It if offered
to him. Tears rolled down hla checks,
and he seemed firm in his determination to refuse the dignity. He was

PRING CHICKENS

THE- -

First national Bank,
M.

OF LAS VEGAS. N.
--

U

FiNE FRUIT FRESH EVERY DAY

Bridge Street
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CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET- -
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OOLUMH

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
A. B. SMITH,
Vice-Preside-

nt

E. G. MURPHEY,

Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

ED,

a

ghoul

RAYNOLDS,

mm mm transacted

Druggist

ISSUE

D0MEST1C-AN-

D

and

COMPANY

INTEREST PAID OS TIME DEPOSITS

Bookseller.

F0RE1GKQEXCHANGE

Crockett Block
in purchasing
business, especially
goods and wares and novelties of Mex
ican and Indian make; to deal In live
ttock; to acquire, build and main
tain means' of transportation; to convey and accept conveyance of real and
personal property, to borrow and loan
money; to sell and deal In stocks an J
securities. The term of existence is
for fifty years, The first officers are!
President. A. B. McGaffey, Albuquer- J. W. Benham,
aue:
New York; secretary and treasurer, J.
L. Clarke, Albuquerque.

declaratory
following coal
statement has been filed In the United
States land office: Tercy P. Knight
of Santa Fe, 60 acres in Sandoval
county.

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware
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Oold Bottle

Pomery Sec.
Mumm s fcxtra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avenue aad Center Street

lonco

Company.
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B

BAASOH.

CO.,

Cuisine and Service
best to be had

Sole Aprnts for Green Rlyer.Old Crow,
Eurewood and Sherwood Rye
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season

Mataal Life

j

AdLB.
PORTLAND,
(Incorporated
1848.)

The only insurance company operating under a state law ol
tire, providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three yeara. Hat
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the tnos
Uberalterma and beat advantages.
non-forfe- it,

1 Tte

idsvesleiepa i

LINCOLN AVENUE.
Electric Door Bells, Annunciators,
and Private Telea Hurtrlar Alarms,
phone at Ueaaonable Ualea.
EXCHANGE RATES
Annum.
Ornra: fM prr oar
Annum
Kwinssus: Its

Ji

G. H. ADAMS, Manager,
New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

2

get-rlc- h

Chaffin & Duncan,
Slxih Street, Between Grand asd R. R. Avtiuiel

ElataHto Roofing, Tor, Folt,

1

4

Sharwln-Wllllam-

Palat, VamlmhoB, Enamola,

t,
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Las Vegas

The

robes, big companions used to Joke,
Dysentery Cured Without the Aid of
a Doctor.
saying that he evidently know the
" I am Just up from a hard spell
business.
He began his education at a semi
Of the flux" (dyscntary), says Mr. T
A. Pinner, a well known merchant of
nary at Trcviao and continued at Pa
dua, the seat xit the famous univer
Drummond. Tenn. "I used one small
sity, one of the best not only In Italy,
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
but In the wwld, Plus X was only
and Darrhoea Remedy and was cured
21 when he was consocrateJ a priest
without having a doctor. I consider it
in the
t Catel, France, the birthplace of the
the best cholera medicine
entries world." There Is no need of employ
The following homestead
great master, Glorglone, acting after
ward for nine years as coadjutor to
have been made In the United States Inc a doctor when this remedy is used,
land office: Fidel Garcia of Wagon for no doctor can prescribe a better
the parish priest at Tombolo, prov
ince of Padua, a small village of 2,950
Mound, 160 acres in Mora county, be- medicine for bowel complaint m any
to
R.
T
were
20,
first
32,
who
liior
N,
of Sec.
the
the NB
apprecl
people,
form either for children or adults. It
ate his virtues. In 1867 he was ap to palpably sincere that consterna 21 E. Lucius F. Churchill, assignee never falls and Is pleasant to take.
and the of William W. Street, Puerto de Luna,
pointed parish priest as Saliano, tlon relgnej In the conclave,
For sale by all druggists.
.which was considered an important cardinals spent tho whole evening 49.58 acres in Leonard Wood county,
of the SB
If there's one thing that disgusts a
promotion, being a village of 8,841 and much of the night in convincing being lot 1 and the SB
souls. He distinguished himtolf so him that his election was the will of
of Sec. 6, T 9,N, R 24 E. On this girl more than another, It la to have
much at Saliano that be was kept providence and that he must accept land, which is homestead entry No. a young man ask if she will permit
there only two years, which is re- It. Several times he almost fainted 7597, Lucius F. Churchill paid for 9.58 him to kiss her.
markable in the career of Italian and had to be revived by the use of acres at the rate of $1.25 per acre, or
Puts an End to It All.
a total of 111.98. This entry was
parish priests. In 1875 be was elect- aalta.
'"
A grievous wall of times comes as
...
0
Soldier's
ed chancellor of the bishopric of Trev-is"Additional
made under the
of unbearable pain from over
then spiritual director of that
Homestead Act, and final proofs were a result
Capital Notes.
Backache,
DIzzinoss,
- taxed organs,
IstEcclesiastical
of
Antonio
Invest
and
the
same.
Interstate
seminary, judge
The
entered aisainst
Saving
But
and
Liver
Constipation.
Complaint
tribunal, and Anally vicar general. ment company of Denver, Colo., has dro Duran of Sanches, 160 acres in
thanks to Dr. King's New Life Pills,
Fop Leo, who had bighly appreel filciHn the ofllce of Territorial Sec San Miguel county, being the NW
are
ted bis cleverness, ploty and modes-i- f rotary J. W. Reynolds a certificate of of Sec. 22. T 15 N. R 24 B. Francisco they put an end to It all. They
Only
them.
Try
but
thorough.
gentle
acre
160
i appointed him in November, 1884, a change of name from the name giv
Herrera of Wagon Mound,
at the age Pf 49 years, bishop of en above to the Interstate Saving In San Mlguol county, being the W 1 2 25o. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Mantua, where' he remained nine and Trust company, 7 the certificate of the )SW
of the NE
the W
A baby's first atfempt to walk is
years, unlit 1893, when he was made also shows that the number of direc
of Sec. 27, T 18 N. R 23 E. Ama-d- a trial balance.
cardinal and appointed patriarch of tors was changed to 9.
Tho word
Rivera of Wagon Mound, 160 acres
Venice.
of the
trust Is substituted for Investment, in Mora county, being the S
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
The aew pope used to say that be for the purpose of distinguishing this NB
of
,
of Sec. 20 and tho S
a powder. It
Allen's
did not like to go out of sight of the company from the
qulck con the NW
of Sec. 21. T 21 N, R 24 B. cures painful, smarting, nervous feet
now
be will cernt which nearly all go under the Marearlta 8. de QonaaJos, of Wagon and
Lions of St. Mark, which
Ingrowing nails, and Instantly
never see again. If, as is almost sure, title of Investment company.
Mound, 160 acres in Mora county, be takes the sting out of coma and bun
ana tne Ions. It's the greatest discovery of
be follows the rule Inaugurated by
of the SW
Ing the NW
bis two predecessors never to leave
makes
Allen's
There have been filed In the office a 12 of the SWl-- and the SW
the age.
the Vatican. He has very modest of Territorial Secretary J. W. Ray of the SB 14 of Sec. 20, T 21 N, R tight or new shoes feel easy. It Is a
tastes, having retained almost the nolds, the following articles of Incor 24 E. Ida' J. Mnncy of East View, 160 certain cure for sweating, callous and
same habits as when be was a mere poration;. The Socledad de Union y acres in Valencia county, being the hot. tired, aching feet Try It today.
curst at galhaso, where be was se Prosreso de Atrlsco. There la no NW 14 of the SW
of See. 13, and Sold by all druggists and shoe stores.
Trial
and the 8W Bv mall for 25c In stamps.
vere, but ust with bis clergy.
of the NE
capital stock, and the society is Incor- the B
There is nothing he Ulsllkes so porated for benevolent, charitable and
of Soc. 11
of the NW
package Free. Address, Allen S
much as publicity, detesting the praise
Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y
literary purposes, with J. T. Horrera R 6 E.
and compliments of courtiers. Frank Ambroslo Olngras, Eduardo Apotlaca
ness Is 'another of his principal qua.1 et al. as
Incorporators.. It Is located
illes, although he Is sumewbat timid at Atrlsco, Bernalillo county, and is
The relations of Sarto with the house elven a term of existence of fifty
of Bsvoy are well Illustrated by what years.
m
occurred two months ago, when the
to
open
king of Italy went to Venice
The Benham Indian Tra.llng com
the International art exhibition. King oany of Albiiquerquo, Is incorporated
Victor Emmanuel gave orders tbat
The 45th Vear Begins.Sept. 1, 11103.
by A. B. Mcdaffcy, J. L. Clarke, M. F.
the patriarch be given precedence over McGaffcy. F. II. Lester and J. W. Hen
all the local authorities, but Sarto ham. The capital stock 1, $50,000
Teachers'
The College is empowered by law to issue Firt-Clni- 8
having arrived while the king was divided Into 60,000 sharet of a pnr
who
Is
to
the
Certificate to its Oraduates, which Certificates are to be honored by
the value of $1 each and
apesklng
prefect,
School Direct ors In .the Territ ory of New Mexico.
highest government official In the The principal place of business Is at
refused
to
he
be
announced, Albuaueraue.
province,
tmfposes for
Tho
and said he would not disturb his ma- which tho corporation Is created are:
jesty. When the king learned of his To engage In a general merchandise
presence he came to receive him on
the threshold of the chamber and
kept blm In conversation, accompany'
tag him afterward in a gondola, while
all the soldiers and guards rendered
Sarto military honors. Naturally this
Jim Dumps' grandchild, ly lltt1 elf,
doe, not mean tbat Sarto once pope
Cried, "Grandpa, en th 1 lowest holf
will fundamentally change the policy
Please put the food like the best,
tbat the church has adopted toward
So I can reach ItM with the
I JuBt love Force,' she said to him.
the Italian state, but certainly his per
-sonal feeling wilt be favorable to mod
Force you shall have," said "Sunny Jim.",
erst km.
Venetians who know the new pope
say that be will soon be at much
loved at pontiff as he was ysnierday
as patrisrch of the poor of the Adrlat.
;
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T. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE,

S&nta Fe, New Mexico.

DRO. DOTULPhI

3

rest

In appearance Plus X Is a hand
man. He list a fine, erect figure,
despite his 68 yeara. When he pro
nounced his first benediction at St
Peters his voice rang out with splendid resopance. In every way todsy be
showed beyond a doubt that is Ltd
dignity and permallty in keeping
with the best traditions associate!
with the famous pontiffs who for cen

sme

turk

have ruled the Vatican.
He B"emcd happy but broken dows
even after all other candidate bad
retired and on the final ballot be
looked a statue of resignation.
Cardinal Gibbons in speaking to
representative of the associated press
said that the eloctlou of Cardinal Sarto bad produced the best kind of an
Impression throughout the entire sa
rrrd eol)fe, becstue, being a man of

.

"85

"Mr"
IS

TU
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Balance of Summer Goods

now on hand to be

Closed Out at Very Low Prices
need the room for fall and winter goods
now being bought by our buyer who is now
in the Eastern Markets.

We

SHIRT WAIST SUITS,
Worth from $4.50 to $6.50

-

SPECIAL

$3.0

Camel

WHITE SHIRT WAISTS,

lilted aliKe
by young and old.

lie
haLikMlt,

old. TTs tins Iorc, for
"I am a little rtrl seren yoareHeaaeKST
Bit'BiHweos."
fareakfaal sad like
J Susie

k

t

President.

mi

Sc.

Big

Sale!

Clean-U- p

Worth from $2.00 to $3.50,

-

-

SPECIAL

WHITE SHIRT WAISTS
Worth from $5.00 to $7.50.

-

SPECIAL

$1.50

$3.50

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC
El Paso and Alamogordo should not
come to this town upon such an occasion. New Mexican.

OSTEOPATHY,

3

AUGUST 6, 11)03

WHAT

IS IT
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Gross, Kelly & Company

...

T. Hill,
E. Us Vegas, N. M.
Dear Sirs
; You
are the only agent we
will have In Las Vegas during
Mr. George

Osteopathy la a physical adjustment of the system to Itself, restoring
(ktoorpormtad.)
The union railway station to be the circulation of the fluids of the body to a normal condition, and treating
if
oft.
corner
without
or
Instrument
scientific
of
is
the
disease
Guadalupe
at
Williams
erected
surgical
by
manipulation
laying
Foreman
drugs,
avenue
in
a drugless science based entirely upon Anatomy and Physiology. It is
street and Metropolitan
neither Massage nor Mind Cure, but is plain, straightforward common
the present season.
Sania Fe jointly by the Santa Fe Cen
Fireman William is laying off.
cures of novel and
Rio Uranus rail
sense without mlstery; its seemingly miraculous
tral and Denver
Yours Truly,
'
chronic complaints are effected through purely scientific methods and an
Fireman Brown is enjoying a holi- ways, will be a modern and beautiful
ALFRED
PEAT A CO.
a
advanced Interpretation of the laws of human life.
tavorauy
building, and will compa-day.
Prise Wall Papers. X
Las Vegas ana Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Man is an Intricate machine, composed of hundreds of bones and
with stations found la cities much
structure
The
for
of
a
with
veins
and
interwoven
Fe.
arteries,
muscle,
throughout
Fireman Bowman has reported
larger than Santa
The
nerve filaments and the Osteopath Is his expert engineer.
is to be of red brick
duty.
X
Samples New On Display
total length is 100 feet from end wall
Through every part of this complicated human machine the red blood
will
of life Is continually rushing, bearing nourishment to every part. Any
Late trains from the east again this to end wall, and the building
wall obstruction to the free and natural, or normal flow of the fluids of the body
A SPECIALTY
afternoon, owing to the rush of G. A. be 22 feet In the clear from side
WOOL,
finished
to and from the heart, or undue pressure upon any nerve or nerves, proto side wall. It will . be
R. excursionists.
"
throughout In natural wood colors, duces disease and suffering. The Osteopath finds the obstruction, removes
X Home Phone 140.
th and National
Word was received at the shops to- with a hard wood noor, auu. gmas It, and permits Nature to reassert herself upon those perfect principles Pt
rooms.
In
was
constructed.
man
the
which
would
creation
the
car
all
to
beginning
upon
waiting
instruction
doors
day that the
dross & Richards Co., Tucumcari, N. M.
Thirty legislatures have legalized the practice of Osteopathy.
be here October
TO Ladles: "If Doctor Still bad accomplished nothing more In life
EW VEGETABLES. Home grown,
If reports from Needles are to be
fresh from the garden. Leave orThe dance given at Rosenthal hall believed, a handful of tue men mere than what he has done to relieve woman's Ills, his name would go down
ders at Sisters' Convent for Bar- MIIIIMIIIIHIlMHWMMIIIMimMMHMIMH
last night by the Ladles' Auxiliary of have been catching the strike fever in history as one of the greatest of humanity's benefactors."
Such was the tribute cast by Mrs. Joseph Benson Foraker, wife of
iii'y McNally.
the B. of L. E. was attended by a from La junta, nve oi mem
Ohio's illustrious senator, upon the founder of Osteopathy over six years
out for a few hours last week belarge and merry company.
wasn't
It
ago, when Its friends were few and it took much courage to champion
thev couldn't sleep.
,
Machinist C. A. Schooley expects to the warm weather which came as a the new science.
E.
Osteopathy has a record of 97 cures out of every 100 cases In disleave in a day or two for Coyote can preventive to their slumberings, butmto women, and there la positively no exposure In its treateases
from
order
several
peculiar
for
life
to
unexpected
rather
camp
enjoy
yon
wiw iismisj Mveasvse
weeks. The fishing Is reported fine in vision Master Mecnauic ocnaeier. iv ment.
For the coming; season have arrivSell EreryaiBi
DooElasAmus
I treat all diseases of all sorts, both acute and chronic.
the streams that find their way seems that the roundhouse men on
ed
and
now
on
9 to 12 a. m. each day. Consultaand
In
office
are
from
is
A
attendant
habit
my
in
inspection
out
the
been
lady
have
of
the night shift
pine
through the great forests
tion free. Office Olney Block. Hours, 9 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 5 p. m.; other
sale at our Btore, comprising all
of taking a few short snoozes during
there.
hours and Sundays by appointment.
of
slack
a
was
there
when
the times
the latest weaves from high class
The Harris tracklaylng machine of work. They claim that these snatches
H.
manufacturers and importers of
HOTEL CLAIRE
the Santa Fe Central railway, was ten of sleep never Interfered with their
Physician,
and
New
Osteopathlo
York
Tuesthe
when
Europe.
work and In consequence,
and a half miles from Santa Fa
SANTA FC. N. M.
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Las Vegas Phone 41.
As the early bird catches the
day and yesterday expected to have notice was posted tabooing the dream
twelve miles of rails laid out of the period, there was a kick. There was
Tit Proof, Elootrlo Lighted.
worm, you know, now is the time
End of Bitter Fight.
Stsm Hooted, Con trolly Looaled. S
city, reaching a point six miles from some talk of "striking" and in fact right to reject any and all bids.
to
choice
of
the
first
get
greatest
servwere
the
of
out
"Two physicians had a long and
In submitting bids for above sup
they claimed they
Vega Blanca.
Both and Sonltory Plumbing
assortment in DRESS GOODS
,
Ice for several hours during the day, plies, bidders should write plainly on stubblrn fight with an abcess on my
Throughout.
we ever have put in stcck to select
"Bids
for right lung," writes J. F. Hughes of
Inspector Jones, of the Santa Fe, but when night came they were ready envelope the following:
Ln.rfo So.mlo Room tor Commercial Hon.
at El Paso, has Just resigned his posi- for work as usual, while the night supplies for New Mexico Penitenti- Du Pont, Ga., "and gave me up.
from and at a price within the
tion to accept a like position with the restaurant Is selling an extra amount ary," with name or names of bidder Everybody thought my time had
or Curoooon Plan.
Amorloont
reach of all. We add the latest
of black coffee to keep the force or bidders, to avoid the opening of come. As a last resort I tried Dr,
Mexican Central in Juarez. John
'
fads in use daily that takes the eye
JGW.O. E. ELLIS.
same by mistake.
a former inspector for the E. P. awake.
King's Discovery for Consumption,
Proprietor and Owner.
ot smart dressers at a glance.
N. E. at El Paso, has relieved Mr.
By order of the Board of New The benefit I received was striking
DarMr.
In
few
Fe.
was
Commissioners.
on
a
feet
force
Mexico
and
I
days.
H tMMMIIIMMIMMMjl
my
Penitentiary
Jones with the Santa
At present the largest shop
my
H. O. BURSUM,
Now I've entirely
regained
wood was formerly for a good many ever on the company's local pay roll
Superintendent health," It conquers all Coughs, Colds
years with the Santa Fe in the posi Is at work in the shops, says the San
THE
& BRO,
Samples may be sent separately, and Throat and Lung troubles. Guartion he has just accepted.
Bernardino Dispatch. The number
to
the
and
marked
numbered,
800
all
over
the
anteed
druggists.
and
duly
amounts to a few
Toilet Bazar.
by
U. 8. Marshal Got Him.
number would be much higher were Superintendent.
chilhis
A father may disinherit
.
The Leading and only Exclusive Dry
0
These figures
R. J. Chaney, formerly a trainman the men obtainable.
MISS JOSEPHINE LOPEZ,
Good House in Las Vegan y
y
The man who admits that he Is sen dren, but he can't disinherit the lawnn th Mobile & Ohio railroad and do not include men in the train ser
lUtr Dressing
rh airman of the grievance commit vice, offices or yards, which would timental made the mistake of his life yers.
HtmmihHilug
v
"
HHiKt'ltiir
1
VEGAS
woman.
SIXTH
LAS
STREET
been
a
born
add at least 500 to the total which in not having
tee of strikers, was arrested by
y ln jr. Bleaching
HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
Bcttlp Irtiutmtjut
United States deputy marshal charged counts up about 1.300 men.
summer
for
reBt,
resort.
Ideal
is
the
The Death Penalty.
with violating an inlunction of the
The class of employes termed la
Face Massage.
A little thing sometimes results In health and a good time. Home cook
inter
court
are
roustabouts
are
circuit
and
by
borers
United States
general
Manicuring,
ever
Itrlfled
Brick
milk
Sidowalkt,
of
with
unlimited
Bpply
Jersey
death. Thus a mere scratch, Insig- Ing
PLUMBING
lasting, handsome, economical.
Modern Methods,
fering with the operation of trains. put at such work as scrubbing cars nificant cuts or puny bolls have paid and butter.' Burros free for riding.
HOOFING
All Tools Sterilized
Work of all kinds In native red
Chaney is alleged to have threatened sweeping, loading and unloading mate the death
In every direction.
penalty. It Is wise to have Delightful trips
rial and general work about the yards
on
stone.
SPOUTING
Estimates
furnished
employes of the road.
out
Parlon 410 Grand Avcnuei
Saturday mornings
Bucklen's Arnica Salve ever handy. Carriage goes
inbrick and stone buildings. All
They receive $1.50 per day.
on
work
Iron
of
all
short
for
$10
the
week,
returns
descriptions
Friday;
will
and
It's the best sale on earth,
notice and well done. 8ills garden
V. W- Walwork guaranteed.
Leave word at
Recently a circular clipped from t
Point Richmond Is to have a new
&o.
prevent fatality, when Burns, Sores, cluding passage.
Bridge Street.
was
effect
to
It
that
the
the
water
lace, 'Vegas 'Phone 286.
Address tools, hose,
into
Topeka paper
Ilfeld's.
or
Wooster's
air compressor to raise
25c,
and
Ulcers
Piles threaten. Only
H. A. Harvey. Las Vegas, N. M. tf
reservoir for the use of the shops. needless for men to come west In at all druggists.
1 CERRILLOS
was
of
as
search
the'
work,
"market,"
raised
The present compressor only
. . . tUn nam
x
nn e
11
was
published
SOFT COAL
already overcrowded,
ine water
iucl, uui iuo
pressor is said to be able to place in this column. The paper from
Anthracite Coal Charooal end
the water at an altitude of 350 feet, which It was taken stated that copWeed.
WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.
Heretofore the shops have been limit' ies of the circular were posted about
II AY and GRAIN
ed in their water supply, to such an the Santa Fe shops in Topeka and
MEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY
extent that the work of the shops has that similar letters were being sent
out from California to all parts of the
been materially handicapped.
Try our Sunday Dinners.
east and middle west. They were
AMERICAN
PLAN.
FIRST CLASS BEHVICB.
sent forth by the California trades
Oaf. Twelfth net Ummmlm,
Hon. W. A. Hawkins, general at
1
and Families socking Boom
to
Ratos
Parties
make
We
unions. Upon what the warning was
Single
Special
OFFIOEi
lioness
Oolo'f
torney for the El
LmVvimU
jj
Board
and
one
based
Is
a
if
mystery,
certainly
Oor. National St,
system, was Interviewed In El Paso is to
NEW MEXICO,
LAS VEOA8,
take the local situation as a cri
and Grand Ave..,
the other day as to the truth in the reterion.
for
at
on
least
Speaking
city
port that the Rock Island was about In
California, San Bernardino may
WO,
to build the new AlamogorJo-Demin- g
read the circular and reply, Tou' re
road, which Is being promoted by
not
me."
of
talking
Virginia fertilizer company. His an
swer was that the Rock Island has
Letter Hee.de
Penitentiary Bids.
never bad any connection with the
SANTA FE, N. M., July 20, 1903,
Envelopes
A large ana elegant line
pro nosed line and has no Idea of
Sealed proposals will be received
ot the very latest deNoteHee.de
building It orbecomlng interested in It by the board of New Mexico Peni
signs just in
Programs
Machine work
Mill and Mining Machinery built and repaired,
at....
tentiary Commissioners at the Of
Railroads Wer 8low.
Invitation
done. All kinds of Casting made. Agent for Chandler
fice of the Superintendent, until 10
promptly
The Atchison Globe says: The o'clock a. m., on
A Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Boilers and Saw Mills, Webster and Union
Catalogs
Monday, August
Gasoline Engines and Holsters, Pumping Jsoks. Best power (or
growl over the delafrf railroads is 3rd, 1903, for
Book
Blank
furnishing and deliv
Pomping and Irrigating porpeses. Mo smoks, no danger. Also the
not confined to Atchison. - Several
Palntar
Ideal and Sam peon Windmills and Towers. Oall and see us.
erlng at the New Mexico Penitentiary
Heoelpt Books
weeks ago the berry shippers at
the supplies hereinafter mentioned,
Papar Hangar.
ordered a car of berry bos ma- or so much thereof as
the board may
Oroad Ara., opp. Boa Hlfuol Not Book
terial. It didn't arrive, and after wir- deem sufficient
Payment for said
ing It was found In Kansas City. More supplies will be made in cash.! De
In ether weeds
wiring and It was taken to Topeka, livery of all supplies except perish
We turn exit
where It stayed several days. Mean- able articles must be as directed by
Evonrtrtlnf a
J5he
Printer kaews
while many hundreds of boxes of ber- the
Superintendent
ries perished for the want of boxes
will
of
be required
all
Samples
to ship them In.
articles marked with an asterisk, and'
these should be labeled,
9
showing
Oetd Men.
name of bidder, price, etc., and must
AH the trainmen in the wreck of be delivered to the
Superintendent
the limited are well known in 8an not later than 9 o'clock on said day.
Bernardino and are considered among AH bids must be made strictly In
the best on the road, says the Times-- . accordance with the conditions
on I
Index. The mistake of the crew of blank proposals, which will be fur
ZO-lz- zh
No. 4 In not reading the orders right nished by the Superintendent on ap
vmlva offmrmd tStft
Thl Ham la dm
Is given as one more evidence of the plication; no bid otherwise made
to
of
human
prewill
agencies
be
entertained.
fallibility
vent such disasters. The point In the
A bond will be required from all
Men's and Boys' Items.
road where the trains met is one of successful bidden for the faithful
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the most dangerous on the road, and fulfillment of contracts within ten
for that reason it Is thoughtt to be days after date of award.
4-- H.
most remarkable that the wreck 66,000 pounds fresh beef, prime
4ltc a pair for new style Nottingham 4c each for Cambric Uaukercbtefs.
rtsins.
should have occurred, as unusual pre- quality, necks and shanks excluded.
received by express 7A a pair (or M in., 3 yards long
IHc earn for Hoys' Liucu Shirtwaist.
Just
cautions are always taken along that
20,000 pound flour.
Curtains.
Illv for Boys' Kueo rants.
from New York
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Boys Knne Pant.
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&1.2ffa pair fur Dotted; SwissCur- at
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500 pound prunes
Misses' and Ladies' Palm
and this city, or as soon thereafter as
19c for Men's Overalls.
500 pound hominy.
possible, should ran an excursion
4Uc for Boys' Night Shirt
Hats
200 pound raisins.
from El Paso anj Alamogordo via the
Every Item a Special Bargain.
1.(M for Men's Bicycle Pants.
El Paso ft Northeastern railroad and .20 sacks granulated sugar.
Good-Forfor Men's Working Panta.
70c
m
Tr
S
outer Hanger Imtmrh f.irift- (rods Miom' Llura Hklrtt.
sacks rice.
Its own tracks to this city. Here Is
White Pfajuo MklrU,
S
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Men's Knit Summer Underwear
for
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AnH.
W.
that
President
oohfor7.fc-rillliiielue
hoping
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4
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10 eases laundry soap.
drews and General Manager W. 8.
ym for MIomw' Block Utn Wolote.
1 case salmon.
1 4,40 for UdlM' Klln Wolklog Sklru.
Hopewell will heed this saggettlon.
I
fur It fill ftuUlnffhom Uco. U la otdo. 30c lor nunte s'tneraus.
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Gaei-for&irt
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soda.
1
sal
barrel
ell colors.
They can carry It out In grand style
fKtoMoMUtotk,
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At they choose.
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that merit

It never occurs to toolB
and good fortune are closely united
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Goethe.
Another
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myth in the "iwerecy ot
Somehow all the new

the conclave."

;:''tnd

leaketf-'oot-
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her historic inMine. Ttltttk
ever born In
Ttllka
fantthe only
captivity are treating a great furore
at the Ottawa Chautauqua.
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A Canadian oourt has decreed that
a man who refused to furnish medicine for his son who waa sufforlng
and died of diphtheria, is guilty of
manslaughter.
Las Vegas appreciates the many
kind words in the territorial press
on the, subject of the choice of Las
Vegas as the location for the military
encampment.
,,

With all this jail breaking going
ou In the west people seem to forget
the Frenca people kUo bold the record for Jail breaking with the fall ot
'
the Bastlle and lu accompanying
'

pleasantries.

EDITOR RUNS AMUCK.
The subjoned sentence is not from
the graduation essay of "sweet sixteen," It Is not from the raphsody of
the Emerson woman, not from a sentimental and gushing Vassar woman.
It is from no other person than the
conservative editorial
writer of the Springfield Republican.
For a single sentence It Is a record
breaker:
When on Sunday evening, after a
charming summer day, in which light
clouds bad traversed the sky, and
once and again dropped a mere suspicion of rain, but which at last a
Ifright and towslng west wind had
cleared of clouds and left sweet, calm
delicately coo!, when over the fertile fields the shadowy forests of the
hills, one saw the bright golden crescent of the new moon, with the even
ing star above, declining
In" the golden lightning
Of the sunken sun,
In which clouds are brightening,
when the notes of vlreos, gong spar
rows, meadow larks and now and again
a rich and serious strain from a wood
thrush made worshipful the quiet air,
and that repose and content which
belong to ripe summer eves brought
sound and site Into Intimate harmony, so that one would say with the
poet,
My willing soul would stay
In such a frame as this.
And sit and sing herself away '
To everlasting bliss;
In the mldHt of all this there fell a
subtles sound, the gathering rush
from far in the western hills of a
swift breeze, as If it had been held
back, pent up, bnt now must aweep to
the river and the meadow, and bear
its clear, chill message; It lifted the
boughs of oaks and chestnuts, with a
sudden grasp, and released them with
sighing undertones as of an Infinitely
rich clarinet, and passed oyer the
grasses and gotdenrods with a stern
though sweet caress.
How soulful, the Imagery. The
falling of a gathering rush from far
In the western hills of a swift breeze
couldn't be equaled In metaphorlc ele
gance even by the late lamented
"Sweet Singer of Michigan."
sober-mlndj-

A GOOD POLICY.
Among many excellent statements
in the artistic little booklet just Issued
by the Boston, Mass., Transcript, Is
the following regarding the paper's
policy: "The Transcript is unique in
American
It
newspaper
making.
plumes Itself as much for the matter
which it omits as for the matter
which it admits. It assumed that you
want news that you want It classified
and proportioned aud elucidated ac
cording to its Importance, not accord
ing to its sensational possibilities. It
presupposes that your preference is
for decency and your lack of interest
In scandal and crime; and it takes
for granted your openmlndedness and
your impatienco with a narrow and
dogmatic editorial policy."

PRESS COMMENTS.

Cost Not Considered !

Cheering News.
The next democratic
presidential
nomination will not go
This
la a good sign. Birmingham
Age-Heral-

Our entire Line of
Must go at any price. We will need
the room for new fa.ll stock.

Is That So7
honest man returns an umbrella, but when he does people think
that he is something else than honAn

est.

Chicago News.

China Cups and Saucers,

Keep on Writing Them.
Editorials do not dispense mobs so
effectively as the militia; but the editorials should be written just the
same. Dallas (Tex.) News.

CANADA'S NEW DAILY.
is the title of the lat
est newspaper In Canada. Its editor,
Charles C. Cook, Is an educated Iroquois Indian. The paper is published in
the Muhawk language and is intended
for circulation among 20,000 civilized
Iroquois, who live, as British subjects,
In the dominion.
The paper appears
fortnightly.

Consolation In Headaches.
Tbere is one satisfaction in a siege
ot headache. It somehow confirms
you In the belief that you have a
brain. Nebraska States Journal.

To Avoid a Collision.
Somebody In Europe ought to be
kind enough to tell Arthur P. Gorman
that Mr. Bryan Is coming over there.
The dec!iou ot Judge McFle in the
Atlanta Journal.
mandamus case of the A. & M.
vs. the territorial treasurer is,
Stop Mob Law First
perhaps, rather hard on the college,
North and south can well afford to
but The Optic believes, leaving all cease
throwing stones at each other's
legal questions aside, that It Is much glass houses, and see if something
better for an Institution to borrow cannot be done to
put an end to mob
money on the strength of land sales law. Dallas News.
to be made some day In the future.
As the A. & M. college has something
Illusion is Rubbed Off.
wore than three times as much reveThe back east poet who wishes he
nue as any other Institution In the "were the belt that
clasps my love's
territory, It ought to be able to get waist" might feel somewhat embaralong some way for another year or rassed to learn that she got It at a
two.
bargain sale for 19 cents. Denver
Years ago they knew how to per- Post.
suade the cardinals to come to an
No Evidence of Economy.
agreement after a reasonable time In
Don't get the Idea into your head
the conclave.
The rules of Gregory
XV. provided that if a choice were not that a woman is more economical
made within three days, the cardinals than a man just because her waist Is
should be restricted for the next five smaller. Chicago Times.
days to a single dish at each meal.
8uch a Scandal.
Thereafter their diet must be only
Mark Hanna may be right when he
bread and wine and water. In later
years these rules have been relaxed. says that no man can make a living
The discomforts Inevitably connected at politics, but there are many who
with life In a Vatican cell are supposed have found the Held a mighty good
one In which to "make a killing."
to be sufficient Inducement to a
speedy
It is suggested from South Carolina election.
St. Louis Republic.
that an effective remedy for lynching
It Is encouraging news from Canamight be to deprive the leaders of
Morgan's Finish.
their right to vote and hold office. Such da which a member of the national
We are Inclined to think that the
a law applies to dueling In that state, reciprocity league brings home with J.
Plerpont Morgan period of Ameriand baa put an end to the practice. him. Canadian men of affairs, he can financing has passed. No one
Tbe Columbia State thinks It would says, believe that reciprocity with the man, in our
opinion, can cope with
end lynching If extended.
Evidently United States would not be inconsist- the problems that have been
imposed
the whites down that way highly prize ent with a British preferential tariff on Morgan Knoxvllle Sentinel.
the right to vote and hold office, but system such as Mr. Chamberlain
The Springfield Republican
they toll us at the same time that. It
Colorado's Greatness.
really amnunts to nothing In the case thinks It would be well for reciprocity
Colorado Is grand In agriculture,
of the negro. And Rev. Dr, Lyman between
Canada and the United great In precious and base metal
Abbott agrees with them.
States to get established before the and
glorious tn coal. Industlal peace
Chamberlain
scheme attains much and
harmony are essential to developDesiring the full support of a news- headway. Yet no move has been mado
ment of one and all. Durango Demo
paper the republican organisation of toward calling together the Joint high crat.
Philadelphia Is said to be contemplat- commission. Senator Fairbanks waits
ing the establishment ot a new daily for the Canadian premier and the CaMisplaced Prophecy.
to be known as the Morning Republi- nadian
premier waits for Fairbanks.
From Chicago comes the scientific
can. According to rumor the publica- Mr. Chamberlain,
Is
meanwhile,
sayprophecy that man will eventually betion will make its first appearance ing that
nothing but a new Imperial
next September. United States Sen- preferential tariff system will save come toothless. And Chicago Is the
ator Holes Penrose Is credited with the British empire; and It Is certain home of the beef trust, tf the rumor
being at the head of the enterprise.
that Mr. Chamberlain's ultimate plans had come from Battle Creek, Mich.,
where they make the breakfast food,
contemplate the closer union of CaKing Edward's farewell address to nada and Great Britain rather than It would be more easily understood.
Ireland summed up a most Interesting of Canada
Washington Star.
and the United States.
and aurprlslngly pleasing tour, and,
within the bounds of the British sysA straw vote taken
at a Sunday
Judge Lycnh At Work.
tem, ought to be very promising to the school picnic In 8turgeon, Mo., reJudge Lynch doesn't leave a crowdIrish people. The king suffered none sulted: Folk. 311; Gantt, 27; Cook, 3. ed docket and take long summer va
ot the rebuffs or unpleasant demon- But, ' unfortunately, Sunday schools cations, and he doesnt allow tricky
strations that were predicted for him have very little Influence In a demo- lawyers to raise technical objections
whoa he determined to visit Ireland.
and delay procedinga for months and
cratic ((ate convention in Missouri.
years. Hence his growing popular!
ty. Kansas City Journal.

you

half-starve-

p

In different federal
will be commended by the
whole naUon. He should not lot up
till he hail taken a long look at the
corruption

offlce.

government printing
As good an authority as the Review
of Reviews seems W think Prosecutor
an exJoseph Folk of Jt,, Xiouls has
cellent chancy of securing the democratic nomination for the presidency.
The magsstne thinks Folk much more
of a possibility than Francis.
anniversary
Sunday, loe twenty-llftof the AUIson'fcally Globe, was celebrated by Us founder, editor and
proprietor, E. W. Howe, and Its home
readers, the people of bla town, who
have born the relation of writer aud
.readers for a quarter ot a century.
h
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Tne name ui ueoera
is being urge seriously as the nest

Fifty Yoaro tho Ctandord

It will be pretty hard for anybody
to dispute Captain B. J. Ewln's claim
to the championship as the "bravest
of the brave." He has made all pre
parations for death and announces
that he fully expects to be shot for
his testimony In the Jett White trial;
nevertheless he Is going to Jackson to
testify. Pftpadelphla Inquirer.

The
cotuutander.
conservatives are especially favorable
to him as a compromise between the
no are waging a toniewhat
factions
unseemly strife for Ulsck and Buck-

a

:.WSl.

fcj..uisti

who has for

'"rioSoVks Without

Trass.
ThiN't York World suggests that
there are various stretches ot valuable fweslT which rich men with more
money than they know how to spend
might buy and preserve for the public benefit. This would be quite as
good a way of reducing a superfluous
Income as Mr. Carnegie's.
The time
Is rapidly coming when we shall need
trees more than we shall need books.
Providence Journal.

wisie time been writing for the Jour
sal Democrat under the psuedonym
of "Cart" has begun a column which
Specihe calls "Breakfast Food."
mens of lb writer's tuneful poetry
and humorous comments on men and
to make a readable
things serve
"
'
partmenU

d.

For a man who has discoursed much
on the application ot "principles" to
polities In general, and who has hitherto taken a very active Interest In
Missouri politics In particular, William
J. Uryao has been strangely silent on
the good work ot Circuit Attorney
Folk and Its relation to the Missouri
democracy.
To what an exteut the prosperity
of New Mexico Is dependent upon her
agricultural Interests Isn't realised until once In a while a disastrous season cornea. This year the general agricultural conditions are excellent and
good crops the rule. The democrats
are beginning to believe the 1n'i Is

republican.
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Should Be Extended.
(New Mexican.)
The extension of the Santa Fe Cen
tral railway to Roswell, the prosperous county seat of Chaves county,
will Immediately give the road a lucrative business In hauling coal, build- Ing stone, brick, timber and lumber,
as well as firewood, to that growing
town. The road will also haul much
live stock from Roswell to the El
Paso & Rock Island railroad, as woll
as to the Denver A Rio Grande sys
tem for northern and eastern points
The line cannot be built too soon.
--

-

25 Cents and Up

-

-

-

"

25c to 95c

C06 Douglaa Avenue.

"

WATCH INSPECTOR.

the backward spring1, our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is larger
than usual at thi9 time so to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is the time
to benefit by this clean-u- p sale. DON'T WAIT.

Owing; to

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.

Mens' Straw Hats.

Men's 83.50 Box Calf and Vict Kid
Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths clean$2. 7b
up sale price
Ladies1 $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all size
and widths clean-u- p sale price . . . .$1.60
Ladies' $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Oxfords, all sizes and widths clean..$2.00
,7
up sale price
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all
n-up
75c
sale price
,
Boys tl.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
75c
all sizes clean-u- p sale price.
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
sizes sale price
.. .25c

Men's 75c and $1.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
50c
Men's $1.50 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price.
..$1.00
Men's $2.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
.$1.50
Men's $2.50 and $3.00 Straw Hats
clean-u- p
sale price
.$2.00
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
sale price.....
15c

................

sizes-clea-
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Exquisite patterns
not tobeseenelsevthero.
Very Isroe mud oholoe variety;
complete sots for walls,
oelihigs and borders.

Watermelons
I CAR.

"

lot of Infants $1.00 red and
blue
Sandals, sizes
2 to 5 clean-usale price - Q

High

I

Yum!
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A Brave Man.

Q. A. K. national

ley.

-

A.T.& S. F.

pro-pose-

today?"
eastern man,
asked the,
as he registered at' an Arlnona ho' el.
"Seven-uand poker, sir," replied the
proprietor, as he. eitendod the glad
band. Chicago News.
President
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Koosevelt to go to the bottom t the
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ESTABLISHED 1888.

Mills,

Dr. B. M. Williams.

J.R.SMITH, Prep.
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to Mrs. Laura Poole Wright for
all the new outing hats; Just received,
a full line. Successor to Mrs.
Mai-boeu-

PltUnger baa Just received a fine
assortaiMt of picture frame mould
ing and mats; also the latest patterns
to war aatiar
us

LAS VEOAS, N. M.

JsrriMos Ratkoi.m. rreeldcnt,
-

VOGT&CO.
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Money Under Lock and Key
At this bank Is not only absolutely
safe, but convenient as well.
It can be drawn at any time pr used
for payments of accounts in this or
any other town. Deposit, your surplus funds in this bank, where they
will bear Interest, and the temptation
will not be so great to spend that
which you may need by and by.
Plaza Trnst & Saving? Dank,

V

Steam anal
Hot Water

Hasting.
Repalriig Prtaptl; Daat .
SHOP

Corner Sevontb and Dong las Ave.

0. '

Hibmak- D. MriHf,

VUt-Vr-

Ham.it BarsoLM.

Caxhler.

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and.
Embalmer.

Cut Flowers....
and Monument--
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Ramon Lucero Is In from Mora.
C. A. Spiess drove up to Mora on a
' business
trip yesterday.
Rawlins House:
W. K. Holt, E
S. weeks, Douglas, Arizona.
Burt Allison, the Atchison clothing
salesman is busy in the city. ,
R. Herahberger, a business man of
Wagon Mound is here today,
A. Liebstadter of Kansas City left
for home on this morning's flyer.
Bernardo Flores.the La Cuesta mer
chant, is in town today on business.
J. C. Flournoy of Albuquerque, a
well known salesman, is here today,
The Rhodes camping party will go
to Pecos on delayed No. 1 this after
noon.
, W. R. Lott, a well known sheep man
from the Puerto de Luna country, is
In the city.
Eugenio Romero, a Mora county
merchant, left for his home in the
fertile valley this morning.
Estevon Pacheco, who has been
trading in town, left for his home at
La Junta, N. M., this morning.
Dan Kelly and Manuel Manzanares
will be members of a party which
will leave tomorrow for Rio Pueblo,
Judge L. D. Morse is here from the
Santa Rosa country. He reports pros
perous times and a royal good out

v- -

look.

O. A. Larrazolo expects to leave In
the morning for Costella in Taos
county. He will be absent about ten

days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Parks of New
York City, who spent a pleasant day
here, left this afternoon for San
Francisco.
Miss Marion O. Kennedy of Topeka
is expected to arrive Sunday for a
protracted visit with her sister, Mrs,
Byron T. Mills.
L. L. Gatewood, assistant manager
for the Equitable Life Insurance Co.,
at Albuquerque, came in from the
south this afternoon,
H. E. Blake left this morning for
his mines in the Tecolote district to
gather a sample run of ore for the new
mill of the Tecolote Copper Co,
Wm. Malboueff and wife, long and
highly esteemed residents of the city,
left this afternqon for Los Angeles,
where they may reside in the future.
Richard Dunn of Rociada came in
from the south yesterday.
He has
been down on the cut-of-f looking after
business in connection with his big

DEATH.

Train Rushes Across the
Continent at An Average Speed

Special

Seventy-Fiv-

e

Sad and careworn in the extreme
was Chief Engineer Henry Low of
the United States Steel Corpora
tion, when he arrived in the city
on his special train this afternoon
His grief was one which all his mil
lions and his distinguished position
could avail nothing to assuage. The
door of his private car stood open but
he heeded not, if indeed he noted,
the glances of the curious but sym
pathetic bystanders. He was on
his way to Los Angeles.
Since the night before last, he has
been racing across the continent at
almost record breaking speed. But
swiftly as he raced, death outstripped
him and is the victor.
When Mr.
Low reached Raton, Just at noon, a
dispatch was placed in his hands
which told him that his idolized lit
tle .laughter, to whom he had been
summoned by a dispatch announcing
alarming illness, had passed forever
beyond the reach of his voice.
But though his daughter had gone,
orders were given to slack nothing of
the meteor like speed which had
characterized the Journey from New
York. With the announcement of the
death of his daughter came also the
news of the .utter prostration and
serious illness of his wife. When at
2:20 this afternoon, the special swept
like a storm wraith into the city, Mr.
Low was standing on the platform
eagerly scanning the crowd. His eye
caught a glimpse of the uniformeJ
telegraph boy who was waiting with
a message.The gentleman retired to his
car and for a moment before opening
the envelop covered his face with his
hands and bowed his head. But the
message contained the welcome tidings that his wife was much better.
During all the way from New York
to the Rocky mountains, an average
miles an hour
speed of seventy-fivwas maintained.
Even in the moun
tain district, the special consisting of
a private car, the "Rockett" one Jay
coach, and dtawn by the swiftest en
gines reached a speed of fifty miles
an hour.
At Las Vegas a new engine was
waiting, the cars were watered, iced
and oiled, and the train rushed on
again after a delay of only two min
utes and forty seconds. An associa
e

Browne-Manzanar-

con-teat-

.,

,

.

hard-fightin-

n

.

d

.

;

.

Ompltil PmU to. $100,000.00

The Misses Sporleder are entertaining tbis afternoon in honor of the
Misses Kcrhman and Long of St.
Louis.

Pure,
wn's.

Ice-col-

lemonade,

6c

Clo
S.S.1

. The ladles of the Temple AIJ society desire to thank all those who gave
their kind assistance to the lawn fete
and dance given last Monday night
by the ladles of the above named so.
ciety.

Prsltty New Fall Hate,
Also outing hats for the warm season. Just received, fine gauze underwear, 'notions,, stationery, etc.,
The Misses O'Brien, Bridge St
9
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OFFICERS

BUSINESS

5

D. T. HOSXINS, Oamhler

p. O. JANUARY,
INTEREST PAID ON TIES DEPOSITS.

5

I

People know where they get

Asst. Omskbr

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
OOKE,

I

iheir money's worth every time.

Presktent
PAID UP CAPITAL,

S.
I

M (Ul

4

DUE

OF LAS VEGAS.
. - . Surlu.

DON'T MAKE

Hour.

contract
Ike Appel, who left. the first of
the week for the lower country, waf
joined at Roy, on the Dawson branch ted
press dispatch In this issue refers
by his brother Julius. The gentleman to the
death of the daughter.
will spend some time in the Tucumcarl
country buying wool.
enter
Miss Margaret Cavanaugh
La Pensions Mr. and Mrs. J. O.
tained at hearts last night. It was a
N.
V.
and
Y.;
Parks,
Weightman
merry company that surrounded the
family, Topeka; Alice Benion, Beloit,
and additional zest was given
tables,
Mrs'.
J. Benion, Beloit, Wis.; to
Wis.;
the
game by the handfascinating
Mrs. Geo. Walker, Philadelphia, M. E.
some prizes offered to the most skil
W.
0.
.Whipple,
Whipple, Guthrie. ful or fortunate
players. The lucky
Castaneda:
L. L. Gatewood, Albustar of the
com
A.
A.
C.
N.
W.
querque;
T.;
dinger.
pany was in the ascendant. Miss Mil
William
Wood, Meridian,
Conn.;
dred Browne won the first prize for
Archer, Topeka; F. C. Gilds, Denver;
ladies and Manuel Manzanares was
B. F. Bowes, St. Louis; J. C. Flournoy,
the fortunate one among the gentle
Albuquerque; E. M. Hicok, Chicago. men. Choice
refreshments were servE. H. Browne, president of the
ed at the close of the pleasant
commercial club of Kansas City, Kas.,
waa an arrival on No. 1 this afternoon.
The gentleman w)ll remain
The dance given at Rosenthal hall
until Saturday as the guest of his last
night by the members of the
E. L. and C. W.
brothers
Ladles' Auxiliary to the Brotherhood of
,;:
Browne.
.. ,,.
Locomotive Firemen as a benefit to
Colonel Blake, who served through
Mrs. Geo. Still was delightful. The
with
war
a
the
Pennsylvania cavalry crowd was
large and happy to the
regiment, was unable to find a single last individual. The
dance Mated for
man among the Pennsylvania G. A.
Ice cream, cake and
many hours.
R. men yesterday, who wore the Or
lemonade disappeared with a rapidity
ange badge of his old
that was something startling. The
regiment .
hostesses were most attentive, leav
Juan B. Larrazolo, son of Hon. O. A.
v Larrazolo, who has been attending ing nothing undone to add to the pleasure of the evening.
,
the agricultural college at Laa Cru-,- .
home
has
returned
He
ces,
yesterday.
El Dorado:
R, Hershberger, Wag-efinished the special two years course
Mound; F. D. Morse, Santa Rosa;
In languages, and expects to take up Gertie
Kirkpaluds, Carroll, Ind.; Robt.
the study of lawVtf
Klrkpatrlck and wife, Carroll, Ind.
Judge Bayless of Columbia, Mo., a
Miss Jessie Ilfeld has gone to Sanregent of the state university,
at Columbia,. Is expected to ar- ta Fe to Join camping party, - She
rive this afternoon to visit his daugh-- ; will spend about two weeks with her
ters who have been, guests at La Pen- friend, Miss May Spitz.
sion for several months and are now
In tomorrow's Optic will appear
stopping at Harvey" resort.;
J. E. McMahon, the capable chief eome interesting fact about a project
dispatcher at the local office, and his of groat importance to this city and
family have returned from points In community.
Wisconsin and Illinois, Mrs. McMahon went back to visit her old home
some months ago, the. head of the
family Joining her three weeks ago.
T. W. Weightman, an expert phar- rnacist, has arrived from Topeka to
take a position In the Center Block
drug store. Mr. Weightman Is not
only a skillful man professional, but
is an affable gontlemaifVho will make
friends In the city Ho Is accompanied by his family.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kelly
are the gentleman's brother and sister,
E. A. Kelly and Mrs. 0. C. McNary
of Leavenworth, Kans., and their families. The visitors will remain for a
few weeks. n Laa Vegas, taking advantage of the opportunity to visit
some of the fine mountain resorts.

m Jl!a DflfflDflt

Miles an

,

,
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HENRY LOW AT RATON HEARS
NEWS OF THE DEATH OF
HIS DAUGHTER.

of

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC AUGUST

030,000.00

by dfoHlna thaim Im THE IAS VEQAS
ur??y
they will bring,l
you mn tmooma. "tvry dollmn
two mWmTZZJzSZ,

MATCH PRICES

A

with any house in my line

on anything they offer.
Watermelons

!

Watermelons

NOTICE.

! !

Watermelons!!!!

I have secured from two of the biggest
tailoring houses in the United States a concession of 10 to 20 per cent on all orders sent in
before August 1st, and I am giving all of this
reduction to my customers. Now is the time
to order your suits and trousers.

RYAN

9

15

& BLOOD

Both Phones,

507 SIXTH STREET.

"The Old Reliable."

k. Lewis Shoe & Clothing do.

.n

WHY not have a new,
can
ting card as well as a stylish dress T
Order a shaded old English card at
The Optic.

rnininnnniinnmniiiitfTt;tti'

EPICURES

of fastidious
tastes would do well to consult with
Chas. Blanchard on the subject of im
The Difference.
Made of cream Gibson's Ice cream. ported salad oils; he Is an expert on
the subject, at Herman's, fancy gro
The Journal Democrat says:
A large number of the members of
cer'. Bridge street.
I have now an expert saddlemaker
Company G. turned out to drill last
night and showed that they were get- and will turn out as fine work as any FINE BUGGY
ting in good shape for the encamp- one in that line. J. C. Jones, Harness AND SURREY
ment.
Shop, Bridge St.
FOR SALE AT
That the territorial encampment of
the National Guard is to be held at FOR SALE Vitrified brick. I have
12,000 Santa Fe ornamental brick
Las Vegas near the hot springs is
Bridge Street
to sell. Inquire of Rev. P. Gilberton Livery and Vehiclu.
well received by all the members of
at west side parish residence.
the local company. It is the concen
Guaranteed not
sus of opinion that a more desirable
Smooth? Gibson's ice cream; noth
location could not be found in the
WALKS or heave!'
ing smoother.
Ten years experience. Refer to The
territory.
New uniforms and camping outfits
"Troop A" is ordered to report at Optio and J. H. Fox. Address or call
have been ordered and are already on the armory Friday
evening, August on M, E. Everett, 408 Wastington Ave.
the road. The encampment is to be 7th at 7:45 p. m., for special drill. No
held from the 17th to the 23rd, which excuses will be accepted for failure to
Contractor
will give the local company only a report.
A. P. TARKINGTON, Capt
n Jobber
few more drill nights before the big
on
next
door to
Douglas
avenue,
Shop
event.
Furlong's gallery. Prompt and careYour investment guaranteed. Did ful
The following is from another Al
attention given
Estl- - M D CM Nil
you know the Aetna Building Assoc! to all work.
buquerque paper:
M . I O U 11 U
The selection is not in keeping with ation pays 6 per cent Interest on spe- mates famished.
the wishes of the people of New Mex- cial deposits? Before placing money
INE CARRIAGES VEN
ico, nor those of Adjutant General W. elsewhere see us and get the best rate
H. Whiteman, but was taken as a of interest. Geo. H. Hunker, Secre
Carload just received.
last resort on account of the water tary.
Handsome and reliable work.
supply.
Call and See New Styles.
WANTED General housework by
Bridge Street.
John Truax Is the new saddler at experienced! woman.
Optic
Inquire
Office.
8152
Jones' Bridge street shop.

LAS CRUCES

ANTELOUPE
Equalled in Flavor by None

HARNESS

ItECBIVKD DAILYyiY

J. H. Stearns,

COOLEY'S

Grocer,

IIFMFMT

U

Browne & Manzanares Co

BUILDING

8--

The Rio Qrands'e Song.
Where a thousand rills from the snow
capped hills
Out of gorges and canyons leap,
have my source, and I take my
course
With a fearless and mighty sweep,
For they know my wrath who would
block my path
To my home in the ocean deep. '

Ragan, the west aid ohoRoaranher.
We are going to leave the city in the
near future for Waterloo, Iowa, where
we have already purchased a fine
studio. Aa long as we remain here
we will give the people the benefit of
very low prices and no better work
made In the city.
8 43.

onoozno ...

z

F

WOOL,

The Photo Tent Moved

The above by "Cast" the gifted poet
of the
is catchy
and1 tuneful.' "The sentiment will be
appreciated by those who know that
ust'at present much of the course of
the Rto Gjande in New Mexico Is innocent of water.
Journal-Democra-

BaiI

.

Hay. Grain and Feed.

Mt0ttOOOtMMMM

SAMPLE

New Laundry for the Insane Asylum.
The board of directors of the insane
asylum at their regular meeting this
morning made a trip out to the asy- um to see whether or not the bottom
was dropping out from unJer the institution. The cause for alarm, how
ever, was found to be only the set
tling of a small section of the foundation.
The directors took up the question
of a laundry for the institution, which
(hey fiat e had uhildr consideration for
some time, and decided to proceed
with the erection of tbis much needed
addition.
The laundry will be constructed
above the present boiler bouse.

If a poor girl his hair of the spun- gold variety folks aay it looks like
streaked molasses candy.

LaceCurtiiw

-

AV-I-

Lace Door Panels
Rope Portieres

"Tapestry Curtains

''i?"

Beat.

LINE

..

AM0LES0AI&.

DRIED FRUITS ANDJVEOETABLES.

I'ktJ

Saw The

ON ALL

PELTS

Produce,
OtHivaton,
McCormick'i Mowers and Rcaptn
Gray ThraNnj Machinal,
Hay. Itako, Bain Wagons,
Grain and Wool Ba
Tks. Pence Wire. Etc
' '
Ranch Supple
.
Navsfs Bankets,

snow-cappe- d

25 cent Discoii lit You

AND

How, Hanow

ARBAQI CANS are required
by law. We will make to ord
or any else wanted. Shop
comer Grand and Douglas
avenue. HINRY A tUNOT.
Vegas 'Phona 109.

My track

HIDES

DEALERS IN . .
An nnc of Nailvt

to Bridge street near B. Romero Hose
House. Come and see ma for photos,
views, buttons; developing and inlsh- MARTINEZ.
Ing for amateurs. J.

Perry Onion paya cash and anal
prices tor household roods. Monte
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 17L lI-t- f

today is my. right of way,
The Las Vans Light ft Fuel Co..
As it waa in the ages gone.
are now prepared to tarnish Willow
And ever will be while the mighty sea Creek coal at 14.50 per ton delivered,
127 tf
Calls to me, "Come on I Come on!" or 83.M by the car
And the
hula send their
thousand rills
And say unto me "begone!"

VJVOUZCAZE

i
LASZVZ2&3, KSVf CSKTOO.
OZPASO, TEXAS. .

v

V

Anything

for pleasure and comfort
the Hutchtns Horizontal

J

AND

Tapestry Table Covers
FOR

Holler SiYing
V-

ONE WEEK
ONLY.
Yon must bring this
advertisement and the cash to secure
the 25 per cent or off from the regular prices.
Our new store will not be ready for
as for two weeks yet, t ben-forcall at
the Old Htand.
e

4r42IRsilreWAvtss,

ROSENTHAL
FURNITURE CO.

'

1

-

The Scenic Line of the World

and
Everybody

Come

:

The most direct; Hue from New Mexico to all the
principal cities
miuing camps and agricultural districts In
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregou and
Washington
Trains depart from Santa Fe, N. M, at 9 a. m. and arrive at 6:20
p. m. daily except Sunday, maklngjconnectlons with all
through
east and west bound trains.
i
All Through Trains carry the latest
pattern Pullman Standard
and ordinary sleeping can, chair cars and
perfect system of
Dining oars, service a la carte.
Pullman reservations made by telegraph upon
IV
appUoatlon.
whuh matter, raiee ana runner information apply to
J. B. DAVIS.
s. K.
Oeaemt P
nets
iHaV,iV.h
,

TAKE A RIDE
At the

Denver & Rio Grande Ry. Co.

,

only place
in town

Thompson Hxrdwsre Co
Douglas Avenue.

iihimmmmiimiimiim'

;

;

;

KCrri

V.

,
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THE TERRITORY.

GLAOSIFIEDADVERTIStfJENTS.
WANTED.

Business Directory.

nan

Brief Itaxuiue of the Important
gDoiuffs iu New Mexhorse
ico Towns.

THE MEADOW CITY.
ham's father came over from Silver
City and gave Klein the worst drubThe Some Things About Lm Vsgas Net
bing he ever got In his life.
beauto
Klein
a
roast
Douglass papers
ftenerally Known te the
tiful brown finish.

Document Blanks

Outside World.
o

FOR SALE

BY THE
Lea Yitgss .meaning The Meadows."
will give the public much greater
coun-.y- .
a
seat
of
the
San
county
Miguel
Smith
should
Judge
pleasure
Ilea oi both aides of the Galllnas
MOLT
HOLT,
as clerk Judge Griffith, who is
1ver, and, with iu suburbs, has about
Architect and Civil Engineer.
MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC. known to be honest and efficient
.0,000 inhabitants.
Haps and surveys made, buildings
o
It baa excellent water work, are
FOR RENT.
and construction work of all kinds
In
Good rains have been falling
stores, beautiful residences
Office.
planned and superintended.
southern Santa Fe county, and the and incandosCent electric light plant
with
rnm
ftn 1tmrr--v,iah- A
looks
normal
Cloudcroft
The
project
exchanges, headquarters of
Montoya B'ld'g, Plaza.
use of bath ; or for light housekeep- as if it would succeed.
range south of the Atchison, Topeka telephone
the Atchison railway system,
iiew
well.
&
looks
Fe
Santa
920
very
Galllnas
Mrs.
ATTORNEYS.
railway
Mexico division, together with railClements,
ing.
Ave.
a There Is considerable water In the road machine shops and
Judge W. H. Pope will
Qeorge H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
works, stock yards and large sheep- Gallsteo and some water In the
1
Office, Veeder block. Las Vegas, N. FOR RENT Desirable business room law office in Santa Fe.
Appearance Bond, Dis't Court
and dipping plants.
shearing
Subpoena
...
U-t- t
M.
West of the river, the old town has Summons
next to Rosenthal Bros.' on Lincoln
Sheriff's
Office
Garnishee,
o
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
They have found pure sulphuric
ave. W. M. Lewis, Undertaker.
Bond, General
Writ of Attachment, Original
acid in the Jarllla district
Oeorgs P. Money, Attorney-At-LaThe military Institute: The four-roo- appearance adobe houses, narrow,
attand
United States
crooked streets, native people and
Road Petition
dorminew
o
to
addition
the
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
orney, office in Olney building, East Furnished rooms for light housekeepSilver Cily almoHt succeeded In hav tory at the New Mexico Military in- customs, handicrafts and occupations;
1022
Las Vegas, N. M.
with
St.
Fourth
Affidavit in Attachment,
but the plaza and all of the new town,
Original Bond of deputy
bath,
ing,
ing a cyclone the other day.
is finished. This makes the east of the river, constitute a distinc
stitute
Guardian's Bond and Oath
i
Affidavit
in
Attachment, Duplicate,
Attorney-At-Law- .
Frank Springer,
o
dormitory 200 feet long. The painters tive American city. The streets are
Office In Crockett building, East Las
Administrator's
Bond
re
Oath
And
Into
The
railroad
the
Garnishee
Original
Mogollon
Summons,
FOR RENT Four partly furnished
are still busy and it will be some time wide and well graded, while sidewalks
Vegas, N. M.
Is being talked of again.
abound, shaded with growing trees.
Letters of Guardianship
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate
houses ; apply to the Club House or gion
before they complete their work. Let- Three
parks, filled with grass and
E. V. Long, Attorney-At-Law- .
Office
Letters of Administration
181-tR. H. Golke, Hot Springs.
in
in
Bond
Attachment
ters
healthful-nesare
asking
add
to the beauty and
every day
coming
trees,
The Silver City Enterprise is one of
In Wymaa block. East Las Vegas,
of the place. Handsome
In
and
the
for
and
etc.,
Warrant to Appraisers
rates,
catalogues,
Execution
west.
In
.:
the
the best weekly papers
N. M.
Innumerable lawns, set in grass
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
stitute will have a larger attendance and
o
Summons, Probate Court
to
to
Order
Garnishee
Pay
and
with
adorned
for light housekeeping.
shrubbery and
Mrs. Jos
OfA A. Jones, Attorney-At-Law- .
The wheat yield in San Juan coun than ever, this year.
flowers, combine to proclaim a culturJustice's Docket,
inch 100 p.
Garnishee Receipt
eph B. Watrous, corner Fifth and
fice In Crockett building, East Las
ed community, possessed of all mod147-t- f
ty this year Is going to be abundant.
National Ave., No. 723.
Vegas, N. M.
Justice's Docket, 8
inch 200 p.
in Replevin
Affidavit
ern
and
comforts
conveniences.
The Three Bears Mining company
Record for Notary Public
Las Vegas is the natural sanato
FOR RENT Grass pasture on Mesa
Bond in Replevin
Grasshoppers are on the rampago Is developing its holdings at Jarllla
DENTISTS.
rium of the United States, combining
ranch, two miles east of city. Can In the valley of the Rio Grande near
A True Bill
under the management of F. B, Scher- - more natural advantages than any
Writ of Replevin
take care of cattle, mules and hors
Dr. E. L Hammond, Dentist, SucLos Lunas.
i merhorn.
four-foo- t
vein
f
es.
719
America.
avenue.
other
a
in
thermal
week
Her
Grand
Last
Springer Law (Pro. to Minors).
Inquire
place
cessor to Dr. Decker, rooms suite No.
Appearance Bond
waters are the equal of the Hot
7. Crockett block.
Office hours 9 te
of ore was encountered at the
Bond for Deed
Peace Bond"
Harry Ilraun and wife of St. Louis
Springs of Arkansas.while her climate
12 and 1:30 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 239, FOR HIRE, Cheap Team and
rig
level that runs $10 per ton In Is
no
Is
Application for Licenses
on
There
11S.
their
infinitely superior.
Colo,
for campers.
Criminal Warrant
passed through the city today
Vegas 'phone 32C.
gold and copper values, picked sam- malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
Report of Survey
way back from Albuquerque.
Criminal Complaint
ples assaying $70 per ton. The prin- gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air is
' Agreement Special Lease
HOTELS.
and
rail
electri
tied,
pure,
Mittimus
dry,
highly
stockholders of the company are
For Rent.
An effort will be made to secure an cipal
fied a certain cure for consumption,
Affidavit and Bond in Attachment,
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean
The shaft will be if
Phlladelpblans.
Appeal Bond
office
be
Nice
The
in
the
time.
disease
taken
Increased
for
$7.00.
room,
the
appropriation
beds. Douglas avenue.
usej sunk to a depth of 1.000 feet.
Original
hot
are
a
waters
for
Notice
liver,
Attachment
of
3 room house, Railroad ave. $7.60,
of the Indian schools of the territory.
specific
"
o
skin, rheumatic and blood disorders.
Affiadivit and Writ In Attachment
Criminal Comp't for Search WaJ.
HARNES8.
Want Griffith: Among the politi Her Montezuma hotel Is the finest hos4 room house on Railroad avenue, $9,
Col. A. S. Grelg left Alamogordo
Duplicate.
and
Publication
between
Notice
for
California,
Chicago
telry
cians it is said that R. L. Baca, clerk
J. C. Jones, The Harness Maker,
and Is situated in a beautitu) canyon,
Citation
Saturday night tor Buffalo, N. Y., on In
V
Venire
Bridge street.
the office of Colonel J. Frank five miles from town, where the hot
business connected with the sanita4 room house on Lincoln Aave., $12.
Constable's
Sale
Notice of Garaishm't on Exec
Chaves, territorial superintendent of springs, forty In number, come boil
rium project
4 rom house on Seventh street, $9.
RESTAURANTS.
Besides this,
Notice of Sale
public Instruction, and member of the ing to the surface.
Bond
Forthcoming
3 room bouse on Main street, $10.
conducted
legislative assembly, has St Anthony's Sanitarian,
Criminal Warrants
Duval's Restaurant Short Order-Reg- ular
More evidences of ancient habita Thirty-fiftIndemnifying Bond
by the Sisters of Charity, and the
of
for
endorsed
meals.
the
been
position
Center street.
tion have recently been discovered In
Plara Sanitarium, conducted iy Dr.
Curtiss Bailey. M. D.
In vMtm.nl Co the Oscura mountains, about 100 miles clerk of the fifth judicial district court W
IViUUrVC,
TAILORS.
at Socorro by Hon. Solomon Luna,
u Vegas Is the distributing point
G25 Douglas Avenue.
from Socorro.
Colonel J. Frank Chaves and other to. aearly all New Mexico By the
o
J. B. Allen, The Douglas Avenue
Atchison system, she has connection
NoteSj. per 100
Warranty Deed
FOR 8 ALE.
C.
A.
Raton
Vorhees
of
prominent citizens, says the New with Kansas on the east Colorado on
Attorney
tailor.
Wild Animal Bounty Claim
Deed,
Special
Warranty
passed through the city on bis way Mexican.
the north, Arizona and California en
'
5 lota, fine location on Fourth St., a from Santa
o
to
Mexico
Old
Texas
he
where
Sheep Contracts
the
and
and
attended
Deed,
PHYSICIAN8.
west
Corporation
Fe,
Warranty
71176, official business.
Roswell Snake. Roswell Is "seeing on the south. Besides these, she has
bargain If taken soon.
Certificate ot Brand
Deed
E a Oarpento", M. D
3 room house, with fine lot on Grand
"
The Register says:" "There more stage lines, connecting her with
o
'em,"
Allien Wilkinson, M. iJ.
Deed
Freight Conductor's Book Covers
Mortgage
has
other
than
any
tributary territory,
A big reception was given In Ros- - was an immense rattlesnake
Are., $400.
town in New Mexico. This territory
Cattle Account Book
in
Deed
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Five room house, bath, hot and cold well In honor of Judge Clement Smith to town yesterday and it Is brought
Relinquishment
now in Includes the entire section east and
KixxiuS, 14, &, Mill. Build-inRoad
Deed
Supervisor's Book
are
anxious
Roswelllans
for
Mining
comTlldeo
and
real
on
location
Is
fine
of
south
"Zoo."
and
six
It
feet
the
mountains,
opp, Uiitol Sheldon,
Wblteman
the
water;
.
.
ED I'ASO,
the counties of Colfax, Mora
TEXAS.
Sheriff's Day Book
street. $1,700. only $500 cash, 1ml him to live there.
In length, 11
Assignment of Mortgage
rattles, some broken, prises San
Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro,
" o
nnce on small monthly payments
and about fourteen Inches In clrcurn Taos,
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Receipt Books
Dona Ana, Grant Chaves, Lincoln, an
SOCIETIES.
The Tutumcarl Times reports that
ference. It had six black rings at end Eddy .with parts of Valencia and BerSatisfaction of Mortgage
Chattel Mortgage
while
been
has
apparently of tall.: It Is said
diphtheria
new rlmj comes nalillo a country larger than all New
Eldorado Lodge No. 1, K. Of P., Splendid home just outside the city
Chattel Mortgages with note form
Note
Chattel
with
checked at Cuervo, It has broken out
Mortgage,
meets every Monday at 8 p. in., at
at the end of seven years to show the England. This takes in the famous
limits. No city tax to pay, $2,C50,
their Castle hall, third floor Clements
with great virulence at Montoya.
Location Certificate Lode Claims
of
Rio
less
of
Power
the
the
and
Grande,
Attorney
age of the snake. According to this valley but not less
block, corner Sixth street and Grand
famous,
excellent, valley
o
Bill
of
Sale
Furnished Room Cards
-forty-twavenue.
years old. Lin of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
J. J. JUDKINS, C.
"
J N M"" rR,alC,tltand
The smelter at Ccrlllog has closed the snake is
Investment Co,
R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. 8.
It
For Sale Cards
had
skinned
BUI
coln
west.
yesof
of
Whiteman
stock
bound
the
Sale,
down for repairs, several jackets havua Douglas a venue.
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out of New Mexico
drifted
"Elkins
Twelve Industrials declined 1.24
Is the short line between EL PASO.
DR. G. W. HARRISON TELLS DEN
and eastward because his business as
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but
him
MEX
NEW
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there,
a railroad
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vocate of New Mexico statehood. The
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mime obstacle In the way of it today
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Elegant Pullman Standard and Tour
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senators
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vllleand narrow gauge points between al'
N. B For handsomely Illustrated
younger element of politicians and that the new state would remain
Ida and Orand Junction.
Pork Sept. $13.47.
booklet descriptive of
other people who take an interest in publican for many years to come,
At Florence and Canon City for the gold
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such matters that New Mexico would statehood would be possible in tne
camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
the Premier 8ummer Resort of the
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strong.
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more
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treating
Reactions, of course, take place, but
state in the west," he continued, snake This is
man
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by
with the exhausted stocks of wheat any
paralleled
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H2AD0W CITY HAPPENINGS
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Noraal

tight kl

band will practice

7 : 35.

to
'"

ill
G. A. Rnthgtb, who has heen
everal days, expect to ba back to
jrork tomorrow.
who
The county commissioners
were In session yesterday adjourned
until August 17th.

-

.

Gabriel Estrada has made application for final proof of his homestead
entry at Trementlna.

The regular monthly meeting of the
of education will bo held
next Monday evening.
City hoard

' The last will and testament of German, Martinet baa been Mt for probating on September the 7th.
The new firm t architects and en
Holt, has offices In
gineers. Holt
the new llontoya building on the
Flaia.
the
Since its transformation
Bismark lunch room on Center
street is even more popular than ever
before.
A. 8. Moye and family and W. M.
Bell and wife returned laBt night from
their outing among the green hills ot
Mora county.
Assessor J. S. Esqulbel reports that
tat roll books for the year will
be closed up by tomorrow or Satur

the

day at the

latest

'

Machinery for the new laundry ar
rived today, and it is expected the
new institution will be ready for bust
ness early next week.
An interesting game of ball will be
played next Sunday on the west side
grounds between the "Reds" and the
"Stars," both west side teams.
The county commissioners
yester
da appointed Bonifacio Lucero and
PrlmltlTO Eicudero as Judges ot eloc
Uon for ward No. 2, to fill vacancies.
Tha work on the bis: cement walk
on the Flasa has progressed as far
Son
as the house of B. Rosenwald
be
The entire block will doubtless
completed by Saturday,

-

As the result of drinking bad whis
key a row took place at or near
Meckel's pavilion last night in which
one man took a shot
at another
though without any serious results.
Hofmelster writes that he
finds the Daily Optic on the reading
table at the Coronado Tent City,
where he is reveling in delights of
ea bathing, fine music and plenty
of good company.
L. H.

Word has been received in the city
by friends of Miss Katherlne McCon
nt'll, who was graduated from the
Normal last year stating that she has
boon elected to a position in the public schools of Florence, Colo.
The regular monthly business meeting of the 'Presbyterian C. E. will be
held at the borne of E. C. Herlow tomorrow evening at t o'clock. A full
attendance Is urged as there are several matters of great importance to
be actod upon.
Charles Jonei, formerly of Las
Vegas, stopped over here Tuesday.
He was on his way from Dodge City,
Kans., to San Francisco, where ho
goes to take a position with a survey
Just
Ing party which Is working
north of that city.

a number of G. A. R. excurwho provided themselves with
ton-ortickets are spending the day
to the city. For a week strange faces
on the
will be much la evidence
Quit
sionist

street, as this city is a favorite

stop-

ping point for all excursionists.

in

Miss Helen Papen, one of tbe popular teachers of tbe city, was last
heard from at Louisville, Ky. Since

leaving here for the summer, In
young lady has visited Boston, New
e
Tork. Washington and Atlantic
resorts, and before returning she
will yet spend some time in Chicago
by the lake.
sea-tid-

-.
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Why Sweat?
Cool Clothes are Cheap Now

i
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WeJsts
rT,l? Boys
and Blouses

A Great Reduction Sale on all
and
Our
Spring
and Summer Suits.

1Q9
Cheaper Goods
Are no

lot No. 3094,
Suits, were $10.00,. .......
lot No. 3641,
Suits, were 1850,
1 lot No. 3GG0,
Suits, were $850,.
1 lot No. 3658. 2- - piece Suits, were $7.50,
1 lot No. 3550, 2 piece Suits, were $750,
1 lot No. 2166. 3- - piece Linen Suits, were $6.00. . .
1 lot No. 2147,
Crash Suits, were $5.00. . .
Crash Suits, were $4.00 : .
1 lot No. 2212,
Crash Suits, were $3.50. . .
1 lot No. 2151,
1 lot No. 3550' Coats and Vests only, were $7.50.
1
1
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Komero Urug Uomixiny,
Las Vegas, Sew Mexico,

Dear Sirs:

My wife has been afflicted with

Wholesale
ami

Retail

IK DELI VERY
Both Phones.

FKKE

Bridge Street
Hardware Store
Ludwlt; Wm.
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Monday, Aug. 10th

At 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon, a
special train bearing the members of
Abe Patterson Post, No. 88, G. A. R.,
Alleghany City, Pa., and their friends
to the number of 250 arrived in the
city. All the veterans of the city who
could get there were at the depot.
A considerable crowd of city folk had
also gathered.
Tbe travelers visited Hot Springs,
Messrs. Lee Hall and 0. Hunter are took
supper at the Montezuma, saw
the successors to Mrs. Goln at the the Hons of the
city and continued
Both gentlemen
Model restaurant.
west at 10 o'clock well pleased with
Mr
are experienced In their line.
their visit.
Hall has been for some time past the
It was a notable party. The old solMr.
Bismark.
at
the
capable cook
diers were tbe most interesting memHunter is one of the most skilful bers. Gray haireJ, battle scarred, In
butchers in the city. What with the some cases feeble, yet knowing them
personal supervision ot the expert selves the cynosure of all eyes, they
enced owners and a disposition to give bore themselves proudly and aiertiy.
the public the very best of everyThey were uniformly courteous to the
thing, the new firm is bound to be somewhat curious bystanders the3e
successful. The owners expect to in old heroes of the great Internecine
stall a lunch counter and to keep their war. All wore the Pennsylvania
place open day and night.
state badge.
acNearly all the old soldiers were
The monthly meeting of the W. C.
handAs
wives.
their
by
T. U.' Will be held at the residence companied
coupsome and robust
of Mrs. M. N. Wood tomorrow, August
les as can be found In the United
7, at 2:30 o'clock, under the auspices
Some
mat
were In the party.
of the territorial superintendent of vnuneer folk there were also, for the
Jail and priBon work, Miss 0. E. Thorn' nost
who
is host to all Pennsylvania
as. Religious services will be held at
to 1oln the excursion. There
irei
the convicts' camp at Hot Springs was a
bright
bevy of
each Sunday afternoon at 2:30 until
somewhat buxom lassies, In
eyed,
further notice, Friends of the work whom
beyond (mention flowed a heavy
are Invited to attend.
strain of the rich, red blood of the
In fact, the
niitnh
. ,i,j(!,7
A gentleman from
who
Bolen
and tin
characteristic
physiognomy
passed through the city today gave It
of the sum
architecture
mlstakable
as the general belief of the people
plan, wich centuries In
down that way, that all work on the
world
now
has not availed to alter
tha
Santa Fe cut-of- f
would be stopped
of the ,
in thn APHoenflants
this week. It Is,' however, taken for ft"""
were generally
Netherland
pilgrims,
granted, whether a combine has been In evidence In the
party.
made with the Rock Island or not
The way tbe sturdy old people
that a connecting link will eventually
climbed onto the electrics, clung to
be built.
themselves
wedged
the platforms,
in
engaging
the
aisles,
in
The window space ot the Center three Jeep
eloBlock drug store is attracting more gay badinage the whllo, spoke
than the ordinary amount of atten quently of their capacity for enjoy
tlon just now. A mother Belgian hare ment as well as for their physical
and eight little ones seem very much prowess.
Cant. J. L. Shook, commandant or
at home in a commodious box. They
the
Alleghany Post, was In charge of
a
aren't
bit nonplussed by the batDartv. R. J. Falrman and wile,
the
teries of eyes that make a target of
met
them.
prominent citizens of Alleghany
old friends here. Perhaps the most
Ex Senator Warner Miller ot New Interesting group among the excurTork and William Farrlsh, au expert sionists was composed of Capt. Chas.
Jas.
mining engineer, passed through the W. May and his brother Capt.
Beaver
of
wives,
their
and
afternoon
on
their May,
city yesterday
way east. Senator Miller baa de- Falls.
cided to Install a mammoth stamp
Last week, Capt. Chas. and his betannimill on his properties, the Snak-- i and ter half celebrated the
Opportunity mines In the IUlIaboro versary of their marriage, and they
decided to continue tho celebration by
district
to the
going on a honeymlon trip
Among the G. A. R. ve'.o.ans who coast. Capt. May was a middle aged
passed through too city was Louis man when the war broke out and he
a wealthy
Wagoner,
Philadelphia led a Pennsylvania company to the
banker. He Is treasurer ot the fund front. He Is a fine looking old man
which Is to be ued to defray the ex- with flowing white beard and snowy
pense of raising a monument to the hair. The wlfo's hair has also whitenmemory ot Dr. B. F. Stevens, founder ed wth the snows of many winters,
of the O. A. R.
but she waa a rare beauty In her day
and tho brilliant yea still flash and
Perry Onion's father and mother the face has scarce a wrinkle. Both
are spending the summer with him are tall and as erect as In the early
here . They come from Astoria, Ills.,
days.
where the tall corn grows and New
The brother, Capt. Jas. May. enlistMexico looks a little strange to tholr
ed as a private In his brother's
eyes, no doubt.
tint became lieutenant before
waa over and was brevoted
war
the
The funeral of David Smith, a col- rantnin at the close of the conflict.
ored man from Cheyenne, Wyoming,
Fifty-twyears of married life have
who came here about Ave weeks ago
been given to this gentleman and nis
suffering with quick consumption,
to be
wife, and both still claim
was held this afternoon.
young.
The Pennsylvania were mosi
Merchandise licenses were
issued
in their nralse ot the Monfrom the probate clerk's
to
office
After
surroundings.
Frank S. Chaves of Chaves, for one texuma and the
returned to
year; and Narclso Otero of La Lien-dr- supper at the hotel, they
or
tne mosi
one
and
enjoyed
the city
for three months.
Moat evenlnm that comes even to
with
Mrs. Thomas Thoma, niece of Mrs. Las Vegas. They were delighted
Un
II. Risen arrived from Bellvllle, III., the elty and with their visit.
un-iwii
here
hours
few
the
for
doubtedly,
last Saturday. Tbe lady is here
the
of
one
pleasantest
ss
health reasons and will remain sevto
memories of the Journey from sea
eral months.
eleven
allows
schedule
sea. The
Mrs. Amanda Jackson died last days on tbe way. Among other side
night after a long illness. The tuner trips will be one to the Grand Can
al will be held tomorrow afternoon yon.
from the A. M. E. church at 3 o'clock.
in connection with the laying of
"The Hub" Is having embhnoned the fine cement walk on the south
in gold upon its show windows the side of ibo plaxa, some of the pontes
Fine which have been standing for years
legend "Alfred
Benjamin's
will bo torn down.
Clothing."

Alfred Stelnmetx, a genial employe
of the big Ufeld house, sprained his rbOUOS:
ankle in attempting an acrobatic feat
vrgaSW
tbe other day. He was engaged In
over
backwards
a
Colo. 81
handspring
taming
A stove pipe when tbe accident occurred, which has given him a forced
vacation and calleJ forth general
of sympathy from hi let- -

i'tf;fr

r-

Day of Beginning

n

Mist Prunty's class of the Presbyterian Sunday school entertained
Miss Preston's class of the same
chool at lawn party at the home nf
Miss Prunty, 813 Fourth St., this afGames were played and
ternoon.
light refreshments were served.

usiM.

R. EXCURSIONISTS.

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY PENN
SEE THE CITY
SYLVANIA
BY 8UNLIOHT AND

The Wednesday evening service at
last evening
the Baptist church
was In charge of the C. E. society.
Miss Eva May Tucker gave a very In
teresting talk on the topic of the
After the
evening, "City Missions.
mission meeting the regular business
meeting was held and the young peo
ple decided to hold services at the
convict camp in the Hot Springs can
yon every Sunday afternoon to which
they heartily Invite tnt! Presbyterian
C. E.. and the Epworth League and
any others who may wish to Join in
aud help make these services what
C.
they should be. Rev, Fmnk
Ward will lead the services.
-

62 to
Tbe thermometer ranged from
four hour.
twenty
the
paat
dsrin
U
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HfcM,

ism and N.uraliria for a long time,
aud before writing to von, she had used
a great many
remedies with
out npptirent benefit. Realizing the
ruct that unless she obtained relief soon
her disease would get the best of her
and develop into something more serious, I commenced to search for some
reliable remedy, and thanks to God I
saw the advertisement of "La Kanado-ra- "
in one of our Spanish pa)ers aud
decided to give your remedy a fair trial,
which, I am pleased to say has proven
satisfactory.
"La Hanatlora" has ent irely cured my
wife of these diseases and she now fools
like a new woman. I can truthfully
snv that "La Sanadnra, has given her
relier arter all others have failed, J
feel so thankful for the KooduLaHiiua
dnru him rlorif for mv wife that I enn.
aider It my duly to add my testimony
to tlmt of others who have been cured
dyvour woundorful remedy "La Sana
dorm." If any one doubts the truth
of this statement, let him or ber write
to me and I will tell him or ber just
what "La Sanadora," has done lor my

EDurlnj tho nssxth ef Aus

wa will hevo a crand

Ctocrinj Cclo

d

In ell d:pzrtmznt3 to ixzko

rcsra

for now G3cs.

THIS

WATCH

:

SUDSCRIBE

FOn

:

SPACE

wife.

Thanking you for your kindness, I
remain yours very truly,
ProfpMwr A. J. Monroy. M.A.
Deputy Clerk of tho Supreme Court
of ban Diego to, California.
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